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Abstract:
The temperature in a vehicle is a fundamental factor for its correct operation. When a failure occurs in the original
temperature sensor, irreversible damage to engine components can occur due to overheating. In the present work, an
auxiliary temperature system is implemented that alerts the driver before an eventual overheating of the engine by means
of sound, visual and vibratory signals. The system compares the data provided by an LM35 temperature sensor and a
Hall effect sensor in charge of counting the RPM in real time, using an Arduino, continuously processing the data and
constantly informing the driver via an LCD screen. The system will start operating when the engine exceeds 650 RPM with
a temperature of 94 °C and a reaction time of 0.05 seconds. When a critical temperature is exceeded, an audible alarm
will sound and a vehicle injector will be disabled. The system does not turn off the engine and is efficient in its purpose of
alerting the driver, being suitable to implement in vehicles with multipoint injection due to its low cost of implementation.
Keywords: alert system; engine overheating; temperature measurement; automobile.
Cite as: Paredes, C., Guayllas, P., Méndez, R., Pozo, A. (2022). Implementation of a warning system against
engine overheating in vehicles with multipoint injection. J Appl Res Eng Technol & Engineering, 3(2), 79-83.
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1. Introduction
Engine operating temperature is very important to
optimize its efficiency (Mancaruso & Sequino, 2019).
Controlling it can prevent damage to engine parts and
components. Overheating can cause its parts to wear
out quickly and even deform during operation. In addition
there is a loss of power due to poor heat transfer in the
system (Haro & Haro, 2018; Sequino et al., 2018).
Currently, temperature sensors located in the engine
cylinder head have been used specifically with indicative
fines and in other decorative cases (Romero et al., 2007).
This system is relatively inexpensive and has no direct
direct predecessors. Its construction and assembly in a
vehicle, if the following specific configuration is respected,
is simple and fast. Similar implementations are exclusive
to high-end automobiles. Sensor constantly analyzes
computer temperature while engine is running (Baker
Perkins, 2016).

a high degree of heat transfer, it will be inefficient and its
components will subsequently fail (Dennis, 2004; Romero
et al., 2007; Hideaki et al., 2009).
The cooling system represents a way to maintain
its efficiency by minimizing the loss due to the heat
generated (Zheng et al., 2016). This is accomplished by
dissipating heat as it is absorbed and transported to the
car’s radiator, producing a closed cycle until the engine
stops (Brace et al., 2005).
When a vehicle overheats due to a problem or failure in
the cooling system, excessive temperatures can cause
damage to engine parts, such as cylinder head gasket,
engine block and cylinder head (Romero et al., 2007).
The fundamental concept of this work is to keep the
engine running by controlling the temperature generated
in it (Cho & Niuwstadt, 2017).

When exceeding a limit temperature within a crankshaft
rotation regime, an injector is disabled. Thus giving an
alert to the driver and preventing possible damage mainly
to the cylinders and pistons. The driver of the vehicle will
have to check if there are leaks of coolant in the pipes,
tanks or that the gaskets are in poor condition (Haro &
Haro, 2018).

Efficiency is not only affected by the effect of overheating,
but also influences the temperature of the cold engine,
which sends an incorrect reading from the ECT sensor.
An incorrect reading on the computer will provide
the injection of abnormal amounts of fuel, higher fuel
consumption and lower vehicle performance (Paredes,
2011).

Power losses occur due to the heat generated in the
combustion chamber, which is transferred through
the engine block to the surrounding parts and to the
environment. For this reason, if the motor does not have

Tests conducted on the Daihatsu vehicle, Terios model
show that the system constantly monitors the engine
temperature. The system processes and displays the
results in no more than 1 second in real time. Warning
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signals in case of excess temperature in the engine,
show an infallible and immediate response by the driver.

located in a place that can obtain the motor speed. The
nearby camshaft or engine crankshaft is usually found.

2. Material and Methods

2.3. Temperature Sensor (LM35)

The system to be incorporated is novel in the automotive
market, there are systems that identify the engine
temperature visually. These classic systems have failed
at the time of warning of a possible increase in engine
temperature. When the driver is distracted or not in the
good habit of constantly monitoring the dashboard while
driving, a visual alert signal may go unnoticed.

The LM35 is a temperature device that provides a voltage
output proportional to the temperature change in degrees
Celsius. The device does not require a temperature
conversion, allowing you to have better reading accuracy
(Texas Instruments, 2017). By having its own ECT sensor
in the vehicle’s engine that permanently monitors engine
temperature, and by incorporating the LM35, the similar
reading on the engine is compared. To avoid involving
the ECT sensor circuit in the engine, use the values
measured by the LM35.

The auxiliary system developed early alerts visually and
audibly that there is engine overheating, and in the event
that this is ignored, you will have to deactivate an engine
system. This deactivation of the injector does not cause
damage to the engine, the vehicle or its occupants. The
inoperativeness of an injector will generate vibration in
the vehicle, thus forcing the driver to stop and to analyze
its poor condition. The system configuration is detailed
below. Both the connection diagram in the vehicle and
the main components of the designed system are shown.

2.1. Connection scheme
The configuration of the components must respect the
established order, taking into account that it must be
carried out on vehicles with multipoint injection. The
system must necessarily be implemented in vehicles with
multipoint injection because only one injector needs to be
deactivated. This does not affect the engine in case of
overheating and subsequent deactivation of the injector,
does not cause damage to the vehicle or present risks
to the occupants. The system connection diagram is
represented by Figure 1.

2.4. Arduino Board (UNO)
It is a microcontroller board that makes it easy to obtain
and compare different input data, allowing you to control
your programming from a computer. The design consists
of two sensors placed at different locations on the engine.
The first sensor, which is the Hall, is coupled to the
crankshaft shaft of the engine and receives the signal
from a magnet that is connected to a pulley thereof; this
component is responsible for measuring engine speed. A
second sensor is incorporated, which in this case is the
temperature sensor, locating it in a specific place on the
engine head.
The information with all the normal operating parameters
of the implemented system will be stored on the arduino
board. This component contains the signals from the
sensors, in addition to sending the signal to cut off the
fuel supply, if applicable.

2.5. Obtaining temperature as a function of RPM
Once the elements have been determined in the order
and place specified according to the configuration
established in Figure 1, the selected data is analyzed
at different engine rotation speeds. The requested data
collection is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Temperature depending on motor RPM.

Test 1
Ralentí

Test 2
2000
– 2100
RPM

Test 3
2400
– 2600
RPM

Test 4
3000
– 3200
RPM

Test 5
3800
– 4000
RPM

Test 6
5000
– 5100
RPM

Temp.
(°C) rpm (°C) rpm (°C) rpm (°C) rpm (°C) rpm (°C) rpm
Figure 1: Connection diagram.

2.2. Hall Sensor (DRV5023)
The DRV5023 is a stabilized Hall effect chopper sensor
that offers a magnetic detection solution with superior
temperature sensitivity stability and built-in protection
features (Texas Instrument, 2016). The main reason for
using the element is its application to build a pulse counter,
during full engine operation. The Hall sensor should be
80
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678
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2.6. Obtaining temperature as a function of RPM
The system is implemented in a Daihatsu vehicle, Terios
2002 model. The vehicle in particular has as its main
feature that its injection system is multipoint, that is, an
injector is incorporated in each cylinder. By locating one
injector per cylinder, you have more precise control of the
fuel supply to be injected.

parallel, the precise value of the engine temperature in
real time will be shown to the driver by means of an LCD
screen.

This feature is essential when implementing the auxiliary
temperature system, as explained above. Next, describe
the location of the main elements of the system.
The LM35 sensor is placed on the right side of the engine
cylinder head at the height of the fourth cylinder, as
illustrated in Figure 2-a. It can be placed on any of the
other three cylinders of the engine, but cylinder number
four is chosen because the distance that this element
presents is less with respect to the other components of
the system to be implemented. When fixing the sensor to
the cylinder head, it should be considered that when trying
to drill to include this element, it may have modifications
and negative behaviors both of the engine and of the
implemented system. For this reason, it is recommended
to use high temperature resistant adhesives. For fixing,
silicone and high-temperature thermal tape are used
to protect the connection cables closest to the engine
cylinder head.

Figure 2: a) LM35 Temperature Sensor; b) Hall effect sensor.

In Figure 2-b, the Sensor Hall is located on one of the
fan louvers at the height of the crankshaft pulley. A point
is selected at which a magnet is fixed, which is in charge
of giving the signal to the sensor and through which
the RPM count is made. Care must be taken that the
magnet is firmly attached to the rotating element, since
this element directly influences the good behavior of the
system at speed regimes.
The Hall effect and temperature sensors are connected
to the Arduino UNO board shown in Figure 3-a. The
board compares the data selected by the sensors
with the information provided during programming.
In the event that the motor is generating the highest
temperature allowed, the system will begin to operate
to meet its objective. When the system detects that the
motor is running in abnormal temperature conditions,
a signal is sent to the relay. The relay will immediately
prevent the passage of voltage supply to the injector. This
suppression of voltage prevents the injector from working
and thereby suspends the fuel supply to the cylinder. As
a result of this fuel cut, the vehicle will start to tremble,
generating a malfunction warning signal for the driver. In

Figure 3: a) Arduino UNO Board; b) Relay; c) LCD 16×2 screen
for visual interface.

The relay shown by Figure 3-b is connected to one of the
Arduino’s outputs, and a cable that controls the injector of
the first cylinder. This configuration allows when the Arduino compares the values of the sensors and they exceed
those established in the programming, the relay interrupts
the current flow, disables the electric injector that supplies
fuel to the number one cylinder. The relay can be included
in the vehicle fuse box, taking into account that this component must be isolated from high temperatures.
The LCD screen illustrated in Figure 3-c shows the
engine temperature in real time. This visual interface of
the system with the user allows to display an accurate
reading of the motor temperature in degrees CelsiusThis
component must be located specifically within the
vehicle interior. As it is an electronic element, it is highly
susceptible to fluids and high temperatures that will cause
system malfunction and especially loss of visual interface
of the system with the user. The LCD screen should be
located in a place where the driver can have permanent
monitoring of the vehicle’s temperature through the
implemented auxiliary system.

3. Results
The tests of the built-in system and its direct influence on
the behavior of the other vehicle systems were carried
out at different revolutions of engine rotation, as occurs in
the normal automobile operation. Figure 4 illustrates that
tests performed under different speed regimes showed
reading stability.
Table 2 shows that the system constantly monitors the
motor temperature and guarantees that it is in its normal
operating range regardless of its speed. The auxiliary
system is 100% activated at all times of engine operation,
from when the vehicle is switched on until it is switched
off.
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Figure 4: Stability of the system implemented under different
revolutions per minute obtained from the Daihatsu Terios 2002
vehicle.

Figure 5: System response to rapid temperature variation.

4. Conclusions

Table 2: Activation test results.
RPM

Activation temperature

System activatión (%)

670 – 680

94

100

2000 – 2100

95

100

2400 – 2600

98

100

3000 – 3200

106

100

3800 – 4000

111

100

5000 – 5100

117

100

The implementation of the auxiliary system in the vehicle
ensures that the ideal engine operating temperature
is maintained. Its response time is approximately
0.01 seconds. This reaction time of the system allows the
speed to vary abruptly obtaining permanent monitoring of
the temperature, as illustrated in Figure 5. This constant
and efficient monitoring will ensure that the driver receives
an early warning and interrupts its operation, so that the
engine is not damaged in the event of a malfunction
caused by the increase in temperature.
Said results were obtained in the province of Cotopaxi in
the city of Latacunga. The rpm ranges include controls
for passenger vehicles and everyday driving. By obtaining
the read correction of the RPM and temperature data, the
system works properly powered directly via USB.

The abnormal temperature rise warning system is
suitable for implementation in multipoint injection
commercial vehicles, being an economical system that
can be accessed by anyone who owns a vehicle with
these characteristics.
The alerts generated are effective in warning the driver
that the vehicle is at risk of being damaged. The reaction
time of the system is less than 0.2 seconds, maintaining
constant monitoring of the temperature during engine
operation. The reliability provided by the warning system
is 100%, communicating through auditory, visual and
sensitive signals the unusual increase in temperature, so
that the driver takes the necessary precautions and thus
avoid overheating the engine.
This study reflects the behavior of the engine for the
area of the Ecuadorian highlands, the correct operation
is not ensured in other regions of the country, due to the
conditions of temperature and atmospheric pressure
that vary according to the relative height at which the
engine is located is found the engine vehicle motor. The
limitations and unreliability of the Arduino board can be
compensated for by using PICs to control the input data,
keeping the cost of implementation low. The study can be
extended to vehicles with direct injection, using the same
principle, but not to single-point injection vehicles or
those that work with carburettors, so other options must
be sought to alert the occupant.
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Abstract:
The rapid intervention of Advanced Life Support (ALS) and Basic Life Support (BLS) when an emergency arises is of vital
importance for the welfare of citizens. Currently, these Emergency Medical Vehicles (EMV) are located, in the province
of Valencia, in certain logistical bases according to the criteria of those responsible for the Emergency Medical Services
(EMS). However, it is not possible to cover the entire population of the province within the stipulated maximum times of 12
and 15 minutes (depending on whether it is an ALS or BLS, respectively). For this reason, a maximum coverage model
is used to relocate the EMV bases in order to minimize the amount of uncovered population in the province. Thanks to
the proposed model, the total coverage defect of the province’s population is reduced by more than half compared to the
current distribution.
Keywords: location; isochrone; optimization; emergencies; mathematical model.
Cite as: Vecina García, M.A., Villa Juliá, M.F., Vallada Regalado, E., Karpova Krylova, Y. (2022). A mixed integer linear
program for a real relocation problem of emergency medical vehicles in the province of Valencia. J Appl Res Eng
Technol & Engineering, 3(2), 85-92. https://doi.org/10.4995/jarte.2022.16984

1. Introduction
The Emergency Medical Services (EMS) of any country is
responsible for the stabilization and pre-hospital transport
of patients with medical urgency and emergency. This
service aims to perform this task with the shortest
possible response time. This time is essential to measure
the effectiveness of the service, evaluate its quality and,
consequently, preserve the life and health of patients.
Any EMS has a fleet of Emergency Medical Vehicles
(EMV) to carry out pre-hospital care. Specifically, to deal
with emergencies, there are two types of EMV: Basic
Life Support (BLS) and Advanced Life Support (ALS).
The former attend to less severe emergencies, while
the latter deal with more life-threatening situations. The
more serious the emergency, the shorter the response
time should be. In this context, response time is defined
as the time interval between the moment the emergency
call is received and the moment the EMV arrives at the
scene of the incident. Each of these vehicles is assigned
a base from which it departs to attend a service and to
which it returns when the service is completed. Response
times depend on several factors, including the location of
these bases. This article presents a mathematical model
that assigns a base to each of the EMV, with the aim of
covering the maximum possible number of emergencies
within maximum response times, depending on their
severity. In order for the proposed model to include
aspects that may appear in real problems and, in addition,
to analyze its effectiveness, the characteristics of the
EMS in the province of Valencia have been analyzed and
incorporated.

The development of this model constitutes an effective
tool to help the EMS to identify the best location for the
EMV fleet. Thanks to this, a more efficient use of resources
is achieved, which will result in an improvement of the
service offered to citizens. The decision to assign a base
to each EMV is strategic and, as long as circumstances
do not change, is maintained over time. However,
sometimes changes occur, such as: incorporation of new
vehicles, occasional vehicle unavailability, changes in
emergency demand due to changes in the population, etc.
which imply rethinking this initial location. These changes
imply modifications of the model’s input data, but not of
its mathematical structure. Therefore, the model is able to
respond to these changes quickly and easily.
In addition, the mathematical model implemented will
contribute to achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Specifically, goal 3 to ensure a healthy life
and promote well-being at all ages.
This article presents the following structure: section 2
presents the literature review, section 3 describes the
problem in detail, section 4 shows the mathematical
model designed, section 5 shows the results and, finally,
section 6 presents the conclusions of the study and future
lines of research, respectively.

2. Literature review
The study into problems stemming from the location
of Emergency medical vehicles location has been
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on-going and using different approaches. These models
have evolved over the years to integrate more realistic
aspects of the problem, such as demand uncertainty,
vehicle availability, traffic congestion, etc. Authors such
as ReVelle (1989) and Brotcorne, Laporte, & Semet
(2003) conducted a review of different mathematical
models applied to the location of emergency medical
vehicles. The models presented could be divided into two
categories: deterministic coverage models (which ignored
stochastic considerations regarding the availability of
ambulances) and probabilistic models (which allowed for
randomness in the availability of resources).
Marianov & ReVelle (1996) proposed a probabilistic
maximum coverage model based on queuing theory,
considering randomness in the availability of medical
services. In the same line, Geroliminis, Karlaftis, &
Skabardonis (2009) contemplated minimizing the
average response times in patient care by considering the
probability that a resource is unavailable both temporally
and spatially. Ingolfsson, Budge, & Erkut (2008) also took
into account randomness in ambulance availability but
added randomness in delays and response times. By
using an optimization model, the authors attempted to
minimize the number of ambulances needed to provide a
specific level of service.
Gendreau, Laporte, & Semet (1997) employed the
“tabu search” heuristic to solve the ambulance location
problem and they propose a double standard model.
As opposed to maximum coverage models, Erkut,
Ingolfsson, & Erdogan (2008) opted for mathematical
models incorporating survival functions, so that such
models would return the probability of patient survival as
a function of the response time to treat him. The objective
in this case was to maximize survival and not the
coverage, as they considered that coverage models did
not adequately differentiate the consequences of different
response times.
Cheu, Huang, & Huang (2008) using an integer
programming model, wanted to maximize coverage of
critical hard-to-reach areas. This model optimized the
placement of multiple EMV among a set of candidate
stations. The area was only considered covered when
all EMV types were able to reach within the specified
distance and reliability level.
Shariat-Mohaymany, Babaei, Moadi, & Mahdi Amiripour
(2012) presented a linear programming model with
two objectives: to minimize the number of ambulances
needed and to minimize the total response time. To this
end, they developed two integral submodels. The first
minimized the number of ambulances to achieve the
minimum level of coverage reliability. The second located
the ambulances to minimize the arrival time at the point
of demand. Both models calculated the unavailability
of ambulances simultaneously to ensure that the
unavailability did not exceed the preset limit.
Su, Luo, & Huang (2015) refined the dual coverage
model with a new objective function that minimized
the expected cost of delayed emergencies plus the
operating cost of EMS. This model was based on the
ant colony optimization algorithm (Dorigo, Birattari, &
Stutzle, 2006).
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Bélanger, Ruiz, & Soriano (2015) conducted a
comprehensive compilation of mathematical models
for solving static ambulance location problems. In their
article they detailed from simple deterministic models
with simple coverage to more sophisticated stochastic
models, many of them based on queuing theory, with
different objective functions and different characteristics.
In addition, they mentioned that it might be beneficial to
change the location of ambulances during a day (i.e.,
relocate them) based on the evolution of the situation
faced by the EMS. They thus introduced the dynamic
ambulances relocation problems, the aim of which was to
improve the evolution of the system over time.
In this case, the location problem will be solved by means
of a maximum coverage model, as will be justified in
subsection 3.2.

3. Problem description
The EMS of any country has a fleet of ALS and BLS
identified as FA and FB respectively, and a set N of possible
bases where the vehicles can be parked to start their
shift and return to after attending the call. The problem
consists of assigning each vehicle a base in such a way
as to cover or satisfy the largest number of emergencies
demanded. However, the demand for emergencies is a
random variable that needs to be modeled. In this case,
there was not enough information to be able to model
this demand adequately; It was only able to ascertain
the how much of the population could be reached in a
given time from a base. However, It was verified that
there is a strong correlation between the demand for
emergencies and the population. That is, the greatest
demand for emergencies arises when there is a greater
concentration of population. Consequently, meeting the
maximum emergency demand is equivalent to minimizing
the total amount of population left uncovered in a given
time. To calculate the population covered from a base,
the concept of isochrone must be introduced.

3.1. Isochrone
The EMS has used a concept to classify whether or not
an ambulance can reach a point in a given time: the
isochrone.
The isochrone is defined as the area or polygon bounded
by a set of points that take the same time to reach from a
common origin via a means of transport. It is represented
by a line on a map that connects places from which it
takes the same time to reach a given point. Figure 1
shows an example of an isochrone for a time of 5 minutes
and for three different means of transport (walking,
cycling and car) from the same start point.
You can see how the isochrone for the car is the largest,
followed by the isochrone for the bicycle and ending with
the isochrone for a pedestrian. This makes sense since
the car generally covers greater distance in the same
amount of time. You can also determinate the number of
people falls within that area.
The isochrone is what will graphically measure how much
area is covered and, consequently, how much of the
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Figure 1: Example of isochrones calculated for different means
of transport and a time of 5 minutes.

population linked to that area is covered, so that it can be
treated visually on the map. The isochron time to be used
as a reference for ALS and BLS will be identified as and,
respectively. This time is defined as the time it takes for
the EMV to be activated (since it starts up) until it arrives
at the emergency site.

Figure 2: Map of possible bases in the province of Valencia
where the VES can be located.

3.2. Coverage assuming unlimited resources
Usually, any area in which one wants to work to solve
this type of problem will consist of a determined set N of
possible bases where to locate the EMV. In the case of
the province of Valencia, there are 158 possible bases,
whose location can be seen in Figure 2. The red dots
correspond to each possible base and the blue line to the
territorial delimitation of the province.
To solve any location problem, it is necessary to define
the reference unit to work with. In this case, the province
of Valencia is organised by departments of health, so this
concept will be used as the reference unit, dividing the
province into the 11 departments it consists of. As a next
step, it would be necessary to see if it would be possible
to cover the whole province of Valencia with the defined
and times (being these times the maximum minutes that
the ALS or BLS should take to arrive at the place of the
incident, respectively).
Figure 3 shows that, although an EMV is placed in each
of the N possible bases in the province of Valencia and
with an isochron time (as it is the least restrictive), it is not
possible to cover the entire population of the province, so
the problem to be solved will be addressed by a maximum
coverage model.
Generally, these types of problems are approached using
maximum coverage models. Total coverage does not
make sense because there is usually not enough road
infrastructure to reach all points in a reasonable amount
of time. Also, there is not an unlimited number of EMV
available.
Figure 3 shows that there are areas that are impossible
to reach in the stipulated isochron time with the available

Figure 3: Visualization through isochrones of the maximum
possible coverage by placing a VES in each possible base in
the province of Valencia.
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bases. Consequently, an attempt will be made to place
the available EMV in such a way that the largest possible
population can be covered for the stipulated times.

The last two variables are added because, otherwise,
the problem could be infeasible, so they must be used to
force the model to provide a consistent solution.

4. Mathematical modeling

4.2. MIP

In order to set up the Mixed Integer Linear Program (MIP)
necessary to model the maximum coverage problem, it is
necessary to calculate the covered population matrices
for each type of vehicle and each possible base. There
will be a covered population matrix for the maximum
isochron time (for ALS),, and another for the maximum
isochron time (for BLS),. To construct these two matrices,
first the isochrones for the times and must be obtained
for each of the N possible bases available to locate the
EMV. The matrices will show the population covered in
each department of health if the EMV is placed in the
corresponding base.

The proposed model would be:
m

∑ Di

(1)

i=A

s.t.
n

∑ (xja·hijA+xjb·hijB)+Di -Ei=hi ; ∀ i ∈ M
j=1

n

∑ xjA =FA
j=1
n

In order to express the proposed model, the parameters
and nomenclature shown in Table 1 must be introduced.
Table 2 shows the decision variables that will appear in
the implemented mathematical model.

(4)

xjA+xjB≤1 ; ∀ j ∈ N

(5)

Parameter

N={1,2,…,n}

Index of the departments of health.

i∈M

Index of possible bases

j∈N
hi

Ni
hAij
hBij
FA
FB
fA
fB
K={k1,k2,…,kv}
L={l1,l2,…,lw}

Set of departments of health into which the province is divided.
Set of possible bases for locating the EMV.

Total population to be covered in each
department.
Set of bases at department i
Population covered in department if an ALS in
base is placed.
Population covered in department if a BLS in
base is placed.
Available fleet of ALS.
Available fleet of BLS.
Minimum number of ALS to be placed in each
department of health.
Maximum number of BLS to be placed in each
department of health.
Set of the set of bases whose isochrones overlap
and whose covered population is small.
Set of the set of bases whose isochrones overlap
and whose covered population is large.

Table 2: Decision variables in the MIP.
Decision variable
xAj ∈ {0,1}

xBj ∈ {0,1}
Di
Ei
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Meaning
It will take the value 1 if the ALS is located in base j and 0 otherwise.
It will take the value 1 if the BLS is located in base j and 0 otherwise.
Denotes the amount of population left
uncovered in department i.
Shows the amount of population covered
more than once in department i.

(6)

j=1
Ni

∑xjB ≤ fB ; ∀ i ∈ M

(7)

j=1

j∈ks

Meaning

M={A,B,…,m}

Ni

∑xjA ≥ fA ; ∀ i ∈ M
∑(xjA+xjB)≤ 1 ; ∀ ks ∈ K,

Table 1: Main parameters in the MIP.

(3)

∑ xjB =FB
j=1

4.1. Parameters and decision variables

(2)

∑(xjA+xjB)≤ 2 ; ∀ ls ∈ L,
j∈ls

s={1,2,…v}

(8)

s={1,2,…,w}

(9)

xAj ∈ {0,1}; ∀ j ∈ N

(10)

Di, Ei ≥ 0

(12)

xBj ∈ {0,1}; ∀ j ∈ N

(11)

The objective function (1) minimizes the set of the
population that remains uncovered in the whole province.
Constraint (2) establishes that, for each department, the
whole of its population must be covered by ALS and BLS.
Constraints (3) and (4) set out that the entire fleet of ALS
and BLS, respectively, must be located. Constraint (5)
establishes that an ALS and a BLS cannot be present at
the same base at the same time. Constraints (6) and (7)
require that in each department there must be at least
one number fA of ALS and at most one number fB of BLS,
respectively. This last restriction is added because there
are departments whose population is widely distributed
throughout the territory, so the model tries to cover most
of them using a large number of BLS, which would limit
the availability of these ambulances in other departments.
For this case, the values chosen for the parameters fA
and fB have been 1 and 10, respectively.
Before explaining constraints (8) and (9), one of the
problems that arise when performing the model must be
pointed out: overlaps between isochrones. This implies
that the same population will be overcovered and the
model will not be able to discern between the population
that is being covered more than once, so it may provide a
false result of the total population that is actually covered,
since it is counting the same population more than once
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(depending on the number of isochrones that overlap in
the same place).
To avoid this, it will be necessary to see which isochrones
are overlapping (visually on the map you will see the
isochrones that have a high percentage of overlapping) to
avoid placing a EMV in each of these bases. That is, if a
EMV is placed in one of these bases it will not be placed
in the other and vice versa. In this way, overlapping
isochrones and, consequently, overcoverage will be
avoided. To better understand what these overlaps are,
an example is shown in Figure 4.
The green coloured section is the overlap that occurs
between the isochrones of two different bases
(represented by the black dots). In Figure 4a the overlap
produced is quite extensive, so the population covered
from these two bases will be almost identical. If, in
addition, the number of inhabitants in that area is low,
locating an EMV in these areas may not be necessary. If

the amount of population that falls below these isochrones
is high, it may be of interest to locate a EMV at each base
to cover that area, since the probability of an emergency
arising would be greater. Figure 4b) shows the overlap
produced between two other different bases. This time
the amount of overlap is very small, so that populations
covered from these two bases will be different. In these
cases, restrictions (8) and (9) would not apply.
However, there will be times when overcoverage may
be of interest, due to the high population of the area,
which consequently translates into a higher probability of
emergencies. This will be the case, for example, in the
city of Valencia, where overlaps will be allowed to occur
in order to deal with emergency calls when another EMV
covering the area is busy or out of service.
In conclusion, in the mathematical model, overlapping
restrictions will be written for areas where such
overlapping does not imply a high population, since,
otherwise, overcoverage will be of interest.
Therefore, constraint (8) indicates that there cannot
be more than one EMV in overlapping bases with a
small population, since, as there is less population, the
probability of an emergency will be lower. Constraint (9)
implies that in the set of overlapping isochrones in high
population areas, at most 2 EMV can be placed, because
overcoverage in this case will be beneficial. Constraints
(10) and (11) impose that these decision variables be
binary. Finally, constraint (12) implies that both variables
are non-negative.

(a)

It should be noted that the model has been solved in two
iterations: in the first iteration the ALS are located and in
the second iteration the BLS are located. This is done
in this way because, otherwise, the model would first
locate the BLS in the bases where the largest population
is covered (since, tB>tA so its isochrones will group a
larger amount of population) and would locate the ALS in
bases where a smaller amount of population is covered.
This is not wanted, since ALS are responsible for more
serious emergencies than BLS, so it is in their interest
to be strategically located in areas with a higher risk of
several emergencies.

5. Computational results
In order to check the validity of the implemented model
and to be able to obtain quantitative results, It will be
applied to a real case: the province of Valencia.
It is worth mentioning that all the tasks of vehicle location,
calculation of isochrones, calculation of the covered
population matrix, creation of the maps, visualization of
the solution, etc. have been carried out with QGIS 3.10.5
software. This software is totally free and free of charge,
as well as very powerful and ideal for the problem to be
addressed.

(b)
Figure 4: Overlapping produced between isochrones of two
different bases: a) large overlapping; b) small overlapping.

The implemented model has been solved using the
Microsoft Excel OpenSolver 2.9.0 tool on a computer with
Windows 10 operating system, with 6GB RAM and an
Intel® Core™ i5-4200U 1.60GHz processor. This model
takes an average of approximately 3 seconds to solve,
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which is ideal for this type of problem where speed is of
the essence.

5.1. Ideal coverage for the province of Valencia
As seen in subsection 3.2, there are areas in the province
of Valencia that will not be covered even assuming an
ideal case, where there is no resource limit and the
isochron time is the least restrictive. In the case applied
to Valencia, tB is equal to 15 minutes.

the criteria of the Conselleria de Sanitat Universal i Salut
Pública through the Subdirección General de Actividad
Asistencial in the EMS, but it cannot be assured that
these are the optimal locations due to the possibility of
coverage problems.
Figure 5 shows the current coverage of the province of
Valencia with the maximum isochron times of 12 and 15
minutes defined, depending on whether the ambulance is
an ALS or a BLS, respectively.

Table 3 shows quantitatively the exact amount of the
population that cannot be covered in the province with
the defined characteristics (Dimin), both in absolute and
relative terms.
Table 3: Minimum coverage defect in the province of Valencia
by departments of health for an isochrone time of 15 minutes.
Department
of Health

Total population
(inhabitants)

Dimin
(inhabitants)

Dimin
(%)

A

194397

5203

B

176288

1329

C

245855

0

D

66000

4195

E

195000

0

F

316919

2578

G

118832

0

H

284060

0

I

344019

0

J

277280

0

2.7
0.8
0.0
6.4
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

K

364017

701

0.2

TOTAL

2582667

14006

0.5

Table 3 shows that the population that cannot be
covered with the resources available for an isochrone
time of 15 minutes is 0.5% of the total population, i.e.,
14006 people. If the uncovered population is analyzed
by department, there are six departments that have
the capacity to cover their entire population while there
are five that do not. The five departments that have a
population that is impossible to cover and, therefore,
will always have a minimum default are departments
that have municipalities or areas that are difficult to
access easily, especially because they are located in the
mountains or have infrastructure that is not suitable for
access.

Figure 5: Visualization through isochrone of the current
coverage of the province of Valencia by type of ambulance.

It can be seen how there is a very high density in the
city of Valencia, so there is an overcoverage, while in the
inland area of the province vehicles are not able to arrive
in the maximum isochrone time. These areas would
be unprotected with this distribution of ambulances, as
they would not be able to respond to emergencies in the
stipulated time. For this reason, an attempt will be made
to propose a model that, according to the restrictions
imposed, locates the EMV in the available bases in such
a way as to cover as much of the population as possible.

5.3. Coverage obtained by the model and
comparison of results

5.2. Current coverage of the province of
Valencia
The resources available to the EMS to deal with
emergencies are limited. Specifically, the EMS in the
province of Valencia has at its disposal, as of today, 67
EMV to use, of which 20 correspond to advanced life
support and 47 to basic life support. Not all these vehicles
are available 24 hours a day, but, depending on the
availability of the health center or hospital where they are
located, or even on the decisions of the SES, they can be
available for as little as 12 hours (either during the day or
at night).

Table 4 shows the numerical results of the final model
obtained in comparison with the current distribution
proposed by the EMS.
The first column represents the eleven health departments
that exist in the province of Valencia. The second column
represents the percentage of the population that cannot
be covered in the supposed ideal case explained in
subsection 5.1. The third and fourth columns express the
percentage of population that remains uncovered with
the solution offered by the EMS and with the solution
proposed in this work, respectively.

Currently, in the province of Valencia the logistic bases of
the emergency medical vehicles are located according to
90
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Table 4 shows how, thanks to the proposed mathematical
model, it is possible to reduce the total coverage defect
of the province by more than half compared to the current
distribution.

has been achieved, so the model has been satisfactory.
In addition, this model is capable of offering solutions in
a very short time, which is very important to help EMS
decision-makers and thus help to better respond to the
needs of the service and its reality.

Figure 6 graphically compares the solution provided for
the case of unlimited resources (Figure 6a), for the current
distribution of EMV proposed by the EMS (Figure 6b) and
for the distribution proposed by the mathematical model
implemented (Figure 6c). It can be seen that the solution
provided by the model is the closest to the ideal.

In addition, it has been possible to clearly observe the
limitations that arise in the province of Valencia in terms
of population coverage, and it has been possible to verify
that it is not possible to achieve total coverage of the
province for the stipulated times of 12 and 15 minutes
with the availability of resources and possible bases.

Table 4: Comparison of the results obtained.

In order to improve the results obtained and get even
closer to reality, one of the lines of research to be carried
out is to be able to model the demand. The objective is
to obtain historical data on demand in the province and
readjust the model with the new input data.

Di (%)

Department of
Health

Dimin (%)

Current sol.

MIP sol.

A

2.7

8.8

B

0.8

0.8

C

0.0

0.5

D

6.4

12.1

E

0.0

0.0

F

0.8

3.3

G

0.0

0.0

H

0.0

0.0

I

0.0

0.0

J

0.0

0.0

2.7
0.8
0.0
10.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

K

0.2

0.2

0.2

TOTAL

0.5

1.5

0.7

Another line of research is to detail more exhaustively the
area of the city of Valencia, since it is here where a greater
number of people is concentrated and, therefore, where
a greater number of emergencies arise. In addition, it is
also intended to look for other alternatives to model the
problem and contrast the results obtained through each
scenario.
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6. Conclusions and future research
In this article, a mathematical model has been developed
with the aim of improving the solution currently offered
by the service, minimizing the population that remains
uncovered throughout the province. It has been proved
how an adequate introduction of the restrictions leads to
a better performance of these models. With the model
implemented, it has been possible to improve the defect
or uncovered population by almost 50% with respect to
the current one. In other words, the desired objective

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Coverage of the province of Valencia according to the distribution of the EMV: a) Ideal coverage; b) Current coverage; c)
Coverage proposed by the model.
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Abstract:
Total quality management (TQM) has been identified as a key driver of organizational performance in public and
private organizations. Organizational culture, along with TQM and sustainability has been investigated to understand
its contributions to organizational performance. TQM has become a crucial pillar for growth and development due to the
growing expansion of manufacturing sectors of the world. TQM practices, which may differ in manufacturing firms, are said
to be important for effective TQM adoption. However, it was found that organizational performance can be achieved if TQM
practices in manufacturing businesses are well managed. Therefore, this study is carried out and the purpose of the study
is to propose a conceptual model to investigate the relationship between TQM practices, sustainability, and organizational
performance and to demonstrate the impact on organizational performance. The data underlying this study was collected
by using a questionnaire survey in the manufacturing industries. The tool of analysis was used for the study through
Factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The findings of the study revealed that total quality management
and sustainability are the most important approaches to the success of the performance of manufacturing industries.
The results show that TQM and sustainability have a positive impact on organizational performance. In the radiance of
these outcomes, a framework was created in view of relationship between significant practices of TQM, sustaibanility and
organistaional performance. Generally, it is accepted that total quality management can produce a sustainable competitive
benefits in organistaiaonal performance.
Keywords: TQM; sustainability; organizational performance; exploratory factor analysis.
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1. Introduction
Total Quality Management in organizational performance
is originated from the idea that performance is achievable
in a quality useful environment and This can only be
accomplished by everyone in the organization working
together to continuously improve processes and for
long run sustainability (Dhamasanti and Sudaryati,
2020). For the past two decades, TQM has been
a comprehensive quality improvement strategy for
associations to increment execution concerning quality
and development. Total quality management is a method
of planning, understanding, and organizing each task that
is different for each person at each stage. The philosophy
of total quality management is one of prevention rather
than defect detection (Zhu et al., 2020).
Product quality and customer satisfaction are essential
parts of an organization’s survival in today’s highly
competitive industry (Anu & Satish, 2019). In recent
years, TQM has gained widespread acceptance as an
approach known that, when properly implemented, may
give a business a competitive advantage (Antunes et al.,
2017). Organizations that are implemented Total quality

management have lots of advantages, including higher
quality products, the satisfaction of customers, lower
costs, and enhanced financial, quality, and innovation
performance (Zehir et al., 2012). In an economical market,
the quality demand is developing as an absolute most
basic aspect for organizations to get by in the regularly
growing worldwide market. Quality is important in finding
the economic success of manufacturing companies.
The quality and the customer satisfaction for growing
productivity depend upon their motivation and rewards
(Cetindere et al., 2015). In this study, the relationship
between TQM factors with sustainability and performance
has been examined individually to understand the impacts
of the managerial, customers, employees, and processes
on the organizational performance at the TQM.
Organizational performance is a multidimensional concept
that analyzes a company’s status with internal and external
benchmarks. The most well-known concept for measuring
companies is organizational performance effectiveness.
The first is used to evaluate private organizations, while the
second is used to evaluate public organizations (Alghamdi,
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2018). Performance is very important for the esteemed
administration of the companies. Researchers have used
various types of performance i.e., quality performance,
financial performance, innovative performance, operational
performance, business performance, and business
performance. However, examining the relationship
between these types of performance, and TQM practices.
The performance of one organization can be directly
recognized by its aptitude to attain its strategic and
financial goals. Although, TQM has a positive influence
on the performance of the organization in a positive way
(Tiwari et al., 2018).
Sustainability is key to the performance of an organization.
The importance of sustainability to a company’s success
cannot be overstated. The organizational goal explains
where the company is going to the business environment
and the goals of the company. Sustainability provides
strategies for pursuing growth while ensuring the
economical, social, and environmental resources of
current and future generations are conserved (Khoja
et al., 2017).
Organisations
measure
their
perfromance
as
accomplishing
their
goals,
however
efficiently
accomplishing the is to sowhow difficult disregarding
the total quality management along with sustainability.
This impacts on environmental and social perspectives
in the organisation and this creates a research gap that
should be filled. These reasons create a further sense
to focus on the relationship among TQM, sustainability,
and performance. Thusly, this study investigates the
relationship and impact of TQM and sustainability
practices on performance of an organisation,
The propose of this study is to decide the key practices
of total quality management (TQM) and sustainability
and their effect on OP. The study is centred around
getting key practices of total quality management and
sustainability to improve organizational performance
to meet their goals and objectives. This paper aims to
develop a conceptual framework which indicates total
quality management and sustainability practices and their
influence on organizational performance.

2. Literature review

“Total quality management is methodology which
focus around enlightening the company’s efficiency,
success and responsiveness to the consumers and
other partners in order to achieving sustained growth
towards organisational performance”.

2.2. Organizational performance
In sixteenth era, the term “performance” had a different
implication when it was employed to achieve military
instructions and orders (Lawson, 1995). However,
today’s definition of performance is a point acquired
by the implementation of plans aimed at achieving
a specific goal. In other terms, performance is the
outcome obtained by “an employee by completing a
certain mission within a specific time frame (Kaplan and
Kaplan, 2018).
Performance measurement is extremely important
for the significant management of an organization.
Many scholars discovered the relation between quality
methods and performance by using several performance
types such as innovative, financial, business, quality,
and operational performance (Hassan et al., 2012).
The organization’s performance indicates how an
organization reaches its goals and mission. TQM is
generally considered to be brunch of aspects. Many
studies have analysed the connection among total quality
management and performance (Agrawal & Tiwari, 2014).
In general, an organization is based on public and social
needs. Organizations must establish relationships with
other elements to achieve their goals. This is a critical
issue, and managers must devise strategies to address
it to improve the organization’s performance (Taleghani
et al., 2013).

2.3. Sustainability

2.1. Total Quality Management (TQM)
In a competitive market, Quality is becoming a crucial
aspect for organizations to succeed in the ever extending
worldwide marketplace. TQM is a management
strategy that aims to improve customer satisfaction
and performance by delivering high-quality products
and services with the involvement and collaboration
of all stakeholders, as well as teamwork by applying
quality management techniques and tools (Ali AlShehail
et al., 2021). With the fast development of the worldwide
economy, Organizations are trying to achieve and
maintain high notches of performance to work on their
overall performance and effectiveness. Companies
face a fluctuating economical market on a global scale,
with a growing focus on quality, customer satisfaction,
productivity, economic uncertainty, and organisational
culture, technical innovation (Hilman et al., 2020).
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Quality is vital in determining the economic success
of manufacturing companies (Zakuan et al., 2009).
The concept of TQM has been established as a result
of extreme worldwide competition. TQM principles,
methods, tools, and techniques have received a lot of
attention from organizations with the international market
and global competition (Reed et al., 2000) as defined by
(Porter and Tanner, 2012):

Sustainability performance is characterized as “ the blend
of its social, environmental and economic performance in
all extents and for all elements of corporate sustainability”
(Rai, 2018). The term “sustainability” is defined as the
development of the business perception which considers
economic, environmental, and social aspects (AbdulRashid et al., 2017). Sustainability broadly used to define
the correspondence of the organisations which impacts
on social, economic and environmental performance
(Eccles et al., 2014). The activities of the manufacturing
industry have significantly helped to boost the economies
of many countries, particularly emerging countries, and
they show a significant role in the world-wide economy
by supplying goods and services. Nowadays, industrial
success factors are evolving from economic-centric
criteria toward sustainability measures.
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2.4. Total quality management & organizational
performance

Hence, from the above argument the second hypothesis
is accepted

Although the relation among TQM and performance
has been widely researched, the results have been
varied. The majority of past research has found a
positive connection among total quality management
and performance of an organisation. In the past, total
quality management was only employed in the industrial
sector, but it is now widely used in service organizations
and the public sector (Al-Dhaafri & Alosani, 2020). TQM
can be implemented in all industries including service
and manufacturing (Saleh & Hasan, 2015). One of the
most important pieces of research on the connection
among total quality management and organizational
performance was studied by (Mohammed et al., 2014).
Various investigations shows a positive connection
between implementation of total quality management and
performance (Kumar et al., 2009). In today’s concurrent
marketplace, Firms must focus on enhancing quality and
innovativeness. TQM has a significant and favourable
relationship with quality performance in general. Firms
must focus on improving quality and innovativeness
(Hassan et al., 2012). The application of TQM can also
be implemented to enhance the relationship between
firms and their suppliers. (Ou et al., 2011). Another
study was conducted to determine the CFs for total
quality management deployment, assess their influence
on operational performance, and determine the effect
on the performance of (SMEs) in Qatari industrial sector
(Ismail Salaheldin, 2009). Hence, this study offers the
first hypothesis:

H2: There is a significant impact of TQM on the
performance of an organization.

H1: Total Quality Management (TQM) practices have a
Positive Impact on performance of an organization.
Thus, the following hypothesis is postulated.

2.5. Total quality management and
sustainability
TQM views quality as a long-term company strategy
aimed at providing products and services that fulfil
the explicit and implicit expectations of both internal
and external consumers. At the basic, it is the issue of
measurement which is the source of continuity, strength,
and sustainable performance. Total Quality Management
is a management strategy in which organizations work
to recognize, improve, and eliminate any flaws in their
operating cycle to improve the total quality of their
product (Hamdan & Alheet, 2021). On the other hand,
sustainability is described as the long-term maintenance
of systems based on economic, environmental,
and social factors (Abbas, 2020). A conceptual and
empirical study of the literature on the connection
among sustainability and Quality Management from
various viewpoints, models, and methods was studied
by (Allur et al., 2018). Zairi (2001) proposed a model,
referred to as the TQM capability and Sustainable
Performance Model (TQM-MSPM). This TQM Capability
and Sustainable Performance Model is founded on the
idea that to adopt process management principles, an
organizational framework that supports cooperation,
learning, and innovation is required.

2.6. Sustainability and organizational
performance
Sustainability and organizational performance are
the dualistic significant aspects and they need to be
considered in current years. A study was conducted to
identify the main learning components and recognize
learning performance, support effective sustainability and
the results are presented in the form of a sustainability
learning performance framework (Ofei-Manu & Didham,
2018). The relationship between corporate financial
performance and corporate social performance has been
heavily discussed, with varied outcomes (Cantele &
Zardini, 2018). Another study examines port operational
sustainability in depth and critically, with an emphasis
on determining the impact of its implementation (Lim
et al., 2019). Practitioners and operations management
have become increasingly interested in sustainability
and its relationship to performance (OM) was studied by
(Magon et al., 2018). Hristov and Chirico (2019) studied
KPIs that affect company performance and proposed a
new view on a way to incorporate sustainability issues
in business approaches. Hence, the above discussion
proves the third hypothesis:
H3: There is a significant and positive impact of
sustainability practices on OP.

3. Research gap
In the time of worlds economical markets, both large
and SMEs organizations need to implement a total
quality management approach in order to increase the
performance in today’s increasingly worldwide market.
TQM business excellence models and performance in
organisations have been the subject of several recent
studies. An examination of a literature, however, reveals
many research gaps.
Accomplishing targets effectively is one of the main
objectives if the successful organisations. However,
accomplishment of the performance with limited capitals
and production of social products is somehow difficult to
achieve. It cannot be accomplished seeing sustainability
and Total quality management. There is an absence
of research on the achievement of performance by
utilization of TQM and sustainability practice. Thus, this
study finds it essential to determine the components
of TQM and key components of sustainability that
influences on the performance of an organization
and propose a few managerial visions for improving
sustainability and performance.

4. Conceptual framework
See Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Model of this Research.

5. Hypothesis
As indicated by the objectives of this study, there are three
(3) hypothesis were intended to find out the relationship
between total quality management, sustainability and OP.
The intended hypothesis are given as under:
1. Total quality management practices have positive
impact on sustainability.

Total Quality
Managemen

H1

H3
H2

3. There is a positive effect of sustainability practices
on the OP.

6. Research questions
Which TQM practices have been the highest impact on
organisational performance?
What is relationship among sustainability practices
and OP containing operational, sustainable and social
performance?

Organizational
Performance

Which practices of sustainability are viewed as significant
for TQM and organisational Performance.

Sustanability

Figure 2: Research Model (Hypothesis Model of the study).
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2. There is a substantial influence of TQM on
organizational performance.

Is there any connection among Sustainability and TQM
practices?
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7. Research methodology

9. Results

The quantitative analysis technique was applied to
analyse the relevant correlations among the variables in
this study to test the suggested theoretical framework.
A questionnaire survey was used to collect data from
the manufacturing sector of study for this purpose.
The design of this research defines a genuine image
of quality in manufacturing companies in Karachi
and Hyderabad. The questionnaire survey was
utilized as a research instrument for collecting the
responses from manufacturing enterprises. The main
part of questionnaire incorporates the demographics
information (Age, Gender, Position, Education, ISO
certification, Firms, and Types of industries. the
response from manufacturing industries.

The findings of this study illustrate the value of
implementing TQM methods by demonstrating their
positive and significant influence on various aspects
of sustainability and organizational performance.
Organizations can improve all of these performance areas
by effectively applying TQM methods. Research allowed
to know the link between Total quality management,
sustainability, and OP in manufacturing sector. The
results of Pearson correlation show a substantial
relation. Pearson correlation outcomes (r=0.746, p0.000)
discovered an adequate positive connection between
total quality management and sustainability. TQM
shows there is 55 percent the variation in sustainability,
according to regression analysis (R-square =0.557). The
Pearson correlation between TQM and an organization’s
performance reveals a positive association between
these two variables. The findings (r=0.919, p>0.000)
shows that TQM and OP have a strong positive relation.
according to Regression analysis (R-square=0.770) TQM
is responsible for 77% of the variation in performance.
The results of Pearson correlation reveals a significant
relationship among sustainability and OP. The findings
of Pearson correlation (r=0.877, p>0.000) demonstrated
a strong relation between OP and sustainability. The 84
percent variation in performance due to sustainability
is revealed by regression analysis (R-square =0.843).
Hypotheses were tested using regression analysis, which
suggested that our hypotheses are accepted.

7.1. Survey instrument & measurements:
The questionnaire survey had 45 components for
calculating TQM, sustainability, and organizational
performance. In this study there is dependent and
independent variables, total quality management
(independent),
sustainability
and
performance
(dependent) which were dignified with scale. The
responses were logged on a Likert scale. It involves
five (5) points (Strongly agree (SA), Agree(A), Neutral
(N), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD)) and used
as a measure of the questionnaire. Responses were
collected from the carious manufacturing organisations
of Karachi and Hyderabad Pakistan.

7.2. Sample & data collection
The objective of this work contained of those employees
who works in various manufacturing industries in Sindh
Pakistan. All employees at various managerial levels
served as the study’s unit. The protocol specifies how
personal information is acquired, kept private and
maintained for all participants, including confidentiality
for all participants. The purposive sampling method was
used to choose the study’s sample. The questionnaire
was set into Google form and sent to industries about
300 questionnaires were dispersed to the various
industries. A total of 82 responses were returned, which
were useful for analysis.

8. Data analysis
To summarise the data, descriptive statistics were
used. For evaluating the data and determine the
internal consistency reliability exploratory factor
analysis and Cronbach. The current study looked at the
relationship between TQM, sustainability practices, and
organizational performance using Pearson Correlation.
For investigating the hypothesized moderating
relationship in the line was investigated using Multiple
regression analysis and ANOVA techniques were
applied. To summarise the data and test the first,
second, and third hypotheses, reliability, the researchers
used SPSS and MS Excel software. The hypothesis was
tested, and the results shows significance at P<0.01 and
P<0.05.

The final section demonstrates the influence of total
quality management and sustainability practices on
OP, which indicates that they have a positive effect.
The values (r=0.963 and r2=0.928) are also significant.
This study suggests that the manufacturing industries in
Karachi and Hyderabad need massive improvements. In
conclusion, the findings reveal that all TQM approaches
have a statistically substantial impact on organizational
performance (OP) and sustainability. This suggests that
implementing total quality management and sustainability
practices can improve an organization’s performance
Table 1 shows the demographic information of the
participants. Males made up the majority of the participants
(88%). The majority of the participants were between the
age of 25 and 30 and the percentage is (78.05%). The
majority of the other categories were represented among
the postgraduate participants (63.41%). Participants
with work experience ranging from assistant managers
to general managers had the largest percentage of
participants (69.9%). Large number of data collected by
firms consist more than 100 employees (98.8%). The
responses (36%) were collected from the steel industries
(43%). highest response rates are collected from the
industries that are ISO 9001 certified (52.44%).

9.1. Normality of a data
Normality test of the data is shown in the Table 2. The
normality of data is measuring by Skewness and kurtosis.
Skewness is a measure of symmetry, while kurtosis is a
measure of normal distribution. Skewness and Kurtosis
have a range of values between (=1, -1 and +3, -3). The
normality of variable values is shown in Table 2.
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Table 1: Demographic Table.
Variable

9.3. C
 o-relation analysis and regression
analysis

Percentage%

Gender

Age

Education

Position

Size of Industry

Type of Industry

Certification

Male
Female
25-30
30-35
35-40
Above
Masters
Ph.D.
Diploma
other

88%
8%
78.05%
2.44%
9.75%
8.54%
63.41%
1.22%
2.44%
31.71%

Managers
Others
Trainee engineer
Project engineer
Quality engineer

69.9%
9.76%
2.44%
1.22%
1.22%

21-30
31-50
51-100
Above 100
Steel
Automobile
Textile
Chemical

14.63%
4.8%
4.88%
71.95%
43.90%
31.71%
18.29%
1.22%

ISO 9001
ISO 2000
ISO 9003
ISO 9002

52.44%
7.32%
4.85%
3.66%

The Pearson correlation coefficient has a range of
possible values (+1 to-1). A value of 0 confirms that the
two variables have no relationship. A positive relation is
indicated by a value greater than 0, That is the value of
one variable increases, so the evaluation of other variable
does (Atari et al., 2015).
Table 4: Shows the correlation and impact values of TQM,
Sustainability, and Organizational Performance.
Pearson
correlation R

Variables

TQM & Sustainability
0.746**
0.557
0.30929
TQM & OP
0.877**
0.770
0.18530
Sustainability & OP
0.919**
0.845
0.15183
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

9.4. C
 orrelation and impact of TQM,
sustainability on OP
The impact of total quality management and sustainability
on OP is seen in Table 4. The positive results between
these variables are shown by the values of r=0.963 and
r2=0.928, p<0.000.

Table 2: Normality Test of Data.

Table 5: Summary of model 2.

Variables

Skewness values

Kurtosis values

TQM

-0.063

0.897

Model

Sustainability

-0.272

-0.439

1

OP

-0.312

-1.014

The normal values of these variables, which are
connected to skewness and kurtosis (+1, -1 and +3, -3)
are shown in Table 2. The results indicate that the data is
symmetric and normally distributed.

9.2. Variables’ reliability and validity tests

9.2.1. K
 MO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) value of TQM,
sustainability & organisational performance
Table 3: Cronbach’s Alpha value for TQM, Sustainability elements, and OP.
KMO and Bartlett’s Test Results

TQM

0.806

0Valid.

Sustainability

0.833

Valid

Organizational Performance

0.803

Valid

98

R

Summary of Model
Adjust R2 Std. Error of the Estimate

R2

0.963a 0.928
0.926
0.10448
aPredictors: (Constant), mean_sus, mean_tqm

10. Final framework of total quality
management (TQM), sustainability, and
organisational performance (OP)
Top Management
Commintment

The reliability analysis was initially performed by
determining the Cronbach’s Alpha for each scale to
investigate the internal consistency of TQM components
and performance indicators individually. The reliability
coefficients of the items included in the study are higher
than the 0.70 criterion). Cronbach’s coefficients range
from 0.736 to 0.937, indicating that scales are extremely
reliable.

Variables

Std. error of
estimate

R2

2.97
Customer
Focus

4.46

Total Quality
Management

3.90

0.91

4.33
4.64

2.00
Sustainability

0.75
Operational
Performance
Sustainable
Performance

Economical
Focus

0.87

Employee
Focus

8.18

Environmental
Focus

1.71
Social
Focus

Organizational
Performance

3.90
Financial
Performance

Figure 3: Research framework.

11. Discussion
The relationship between total quality management
(TQM), sustainability and organisational performance
(OP) was tested in this study. The first objective was to
identify the relationship between TQM and sustainability
and impact of TQM on organisational performance. The
findings reveal a positive connection between total quality
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management and sustainability. In the literature, the
outcomes of this study showed the importance of TQM
and its impact on sustainability (Elhuni, 2014; Abusa,
2011, Tena et al., 2001, Jasiulewicz Kaczmarek, 2014,
Mendez & Vila-Alonso, 2018). The findings also reveal
a significant link between total quality management and
performance of an organisation. The outcomes of TQM
and OP settle the several previous studies i.e., (Cetindere
et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2018; Rat et al., 2020; Sadikoglu
& Olcay, 2014; Abusa, 2011; Saleh & Hasan, 2015; AbuAlain, 2018; Shafiq et al., 2017. The findings of this study
are important for managers in Karachi and Hyderabad’s
manufacturing sector. It advices supervisors to the best
actual components that deliberate in a quality program
and which programmes they should adopt because of the
cost of quality failure and high cost of re-establishment
(Hilman et al., 2020). These findings also help to
answers the study’s research questions. The second
objective was to examine the impact of sustainability on
organisational performance. The results demonstrate
that these two variables have positive and effective
relationship. According to the findings of this study,
manufacturing sector try to focus on competitive tactics
that are real way to achieve their desired outcomes. The
results demonstrates and optimistic an positive impact of
sustainability on organisational performance. To achieve
high quality managers must focus on the organisations
sustainable environment. The final goal was to develop
a TQM, sustainability and performance framework. This
research also answers the research questions.

12. Conclusion
This study gave a useful data of TQM and sustainability
practices and organisational performance. According to
this study, TQM has a positive impact on sustainability
and performance. In this study, the relationship among
TQM and sustainability as well as sustainability and
performance was examined. According to this findings,
manufacturing business should pay greater attention to
TQM aspects and sustainable culture. TQM practices
have a direct impact on sustainability and OP, according
to this study. The findings highlight the importance of
TQM and sustainability practices in manufacturing
organisations as well as their implementation. This
research also establishes a framework that helps in
the financial performances of the industries. Findings
revealed that the leadership, customer satisfaction,
continuous improvement, training and education and
customer relation are the high impact practices and must
have concentrated on these practices to achieve success.
Similarly, research and development, social image, cost
management and waste reduction are the important
practices of sustainability that organisations must follow
with TQM to achieve corporate success. The idea of
conceptual model is also supported by this research. This
model confirms that total quality management (TQM)
practices have a positive relationship with sustainability
and organisational performance.
This research provided answers to the research
questions.
1). Which TQM practices have been the highest impact
on organisational performance?

The answer is leadership, continuous improvement,
customer satisfaction, training and education and
customer relation are the core practices that have
the greates impact on organizational performance.
2). What is relationship among sustainability practices
and OP containing operational, sustainable and
social performance?
The answer is that there is a positive relation among
sustainability and organisational performance
(r = 0.877) as indicated in Table 3.
3). Which practices of sustainability are viewed as
significant for TQM and organisational Performance.
The answer is that cost management, social
image, research and development, waste reduction
and pollution are the high impact practices of
sustainability.
4). Is there any link between sustainability performance
and total quality management practices?
TQM and sustainability performance have a positive
relation as demonstrated in table 4.26 with a r value
of 0.919 indicating a strong relationship.
The first objective is to discover the relationship amongst
TQM and organizational performance. The findings reveal a strong and significant association and impact on
TQM organizational performance.
The second objective was to examine the impact of
sustainability on performance of an organisation. The
findings reveal a significant and positive relationship
between these two variables. According to the findings
of this study, manufacturing companies try to focus on
competitive tactics that are beneficial in achieving their
strategic goals.
Third objective was to establish a framework for TQM,
sustainability, and organizational performance, the values
in the final diagram show the significant impact and the
positive relationship among these three variables.

13. Limitations and Future Suggestions
The study’s limits are confined to manufacturing industries
in Karachi and Hyderabad. For this investigation, sample
size was limited to 82 responses. This would lead to
more investigation by doing comparable studies with a
larger sample size in order to expand the findings of this
study. If the number of responses increases, the study’s
outcomes in the industries will give the better results.
The current study contributes to several research ideas
for the future:
1.

This study was conducted in the manufacturing industries of Karachi and Hyderabad; if relpicted in other cities of pakistan cities; it could yield useful results.

2.

This study analyzes the relationship between TQM,
sustainability and performance by using Exploratory factor aalysis (EFA). Furthermore, this research
should focus on the study of structural equation modelling (SEM), which deleivers superior results for the
organisation.
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Abstract:
Evaluation of eco-innovation practices in companies has been widely studied, however, there is a gap in the literature
on the adoption of eco-innovative practices in companies located in the Amazon/Brazil. Therefore, the objective of this
research is to analyze the eco-innovation process in an industry located in the Amazon related to sustainable forest
management. The purpose of the research was to conduct an exploratory case study (in-depth case) in a logging company
located in the Amazon/Brazil. The relevance of the study lies in the process of making the eco-innovations developed by
the company clearer and being able to compare them with the existing literature through a form that allows the evaluation
of eco-innovative activities within an organization.
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1. Introduction
Natural disasters are becoming more intense and frequent
and in recent years there has been unprecedented hot
weather around the world. Environmental risks are
dominating the Global Risks Perception Survey; three of
the top five risks from impact are environmental (World
Economic Forum, 2020a). The 2008 economic crisis
and negotiations to combat climate change must be
seen as opportunities for adjustment toward a green
economy (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, 2009a).
The emergence of Covid-19 in the city of Wuhan (China)
caused unprecedented changes in the world economy
due to the high rate of transmission of the virus and the
need to protect individuals (Chen et al., 2020; Cheng
et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2020).
More than half of the generation of economic value
is moderately or highly dependent on nature and its
services, which can become material risks to businesses
when they directly affect their operations, supply chain
performance, real estate asset values, physical security,
and business continuity (WEF, 2020b). Encouraging
sustainable consumption, as well as sustainable
production and management of natural resources,
taking action on climate change (United Nations General
Assembly, 2015).
The technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution are
changing the lines between the physical, digital, and
biological spheres of production systems, through a new
economic paradigm to ensure profitable, equitable, and
sustainable growth in a safe operating space. Since the

1970s, the concept of circular economy has spread to
society by characterizing business models that employ
concepts of reduction, reuse, recycling, and recovery
in complex global value chains where companies and
governments struggle to expand these business models
(WEF, 2017; 2018a; 2018b; 2019).
In this context of economic, social, political, and
environmental issues, eco-innovation can be understood
as the production, assimilation, or exploration of a
product, production process, services, management,
or business method that is new to the organization
(developed or adopted) and where the results, throughout
the life cycle, generate a reduction of the risks of the
environment, pollution and other negative impacts of the
resources used (including the use of energy) compared
to the relevant alternatives (Kemp & Pearson, 2007).
Innovation activities include all development, financial
and commercial activities carried out by a company that
results in innovation for it (OECD, 2018). Sustainable
manufacturing or eco-innovation is at the heart of
industrial policies and practices. These concepts have
become increasingly popular among policymakers
and entrepreneurs through the encouragement of
business solutions and entrepreneurial ideas to combat
environmental changes (OECD, 2009b).
Many studies have investigated eco-innovation from
different points of view, such as life cycle assessment
(Ferreira et al., 2017), eco-innovative and non-ecoinnovative companies in Spain (Scarpellini et al., 2018),
green product development processes, and small and
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medium-sized companies in Brazil (Medeiros et al.,
2018), green and non-green innovations (Liu et al., 2019),
green innovation with financial activities in multinationals
(Rezende et al., 2019), and green technology innovations
(Du et al., 2019).
Thus, the objective of this research is to analyze the ecoinnovation process in an industry located in the Amazon
related to sustainable forest management. The second
section deals with the literature review regarding the
concepts and recent research on eco-innovation. Section
three presents the study methodology and the approach
used; section four is dedicated to the characterization of
the company; section five deals with the eco-innovation
practices observed in the study and the results of the
eco-innovation form; section six discusses the results,
and finally, the last section presents the conclusion with
the final positioning of the study.

2. Eco-innovation
The term eco-innovation came up by Fussler and James
(1996) in the book “Driving Eco-innovation: A Breakthrough
Discipline for Innovation and Sustainability”. Ecological
innovations are driven by environmental and economic
concerns (Kemp, 2009), in addition to the need for a
greater emphasis on knowledge-based competitiveness
and its relationship with eco-innovation to understand
the nature and scope of green competitiveness and the
growing role it plays in the globalized economy (Andersen,
2008). Green innovation isolated from other innovations in
companies does not contribute to their financial progress
(Przychodzen et al., 2020), but they are well regarded by
the capital market and also have an impact on economic
growth and resource availability (García-Sánchez et al.,
2019), however, the lack of significant data creates
doubts for companies and government officials who are
willing to change (Barbieri et al., 2016).
The ability of ecological innovations to provide new
business opportunities and contribute to a transformation
into a sustainable society depends on the interaction
of its key dimensions (design, user, product service,
and governance) and the engagement of the main
stakeholders in the innovation process (CarrilloHermosilla et al., 2010). The sustainable innovative
organization is a response to institutional pressures by
an organization that is capable of innovating efficiently
for economic aspects but with social and environmental
responsibility (Barbieri et al., 2010). Eco-innovations
determine efficiency, productivity, and processes within
the organization that are different from those it does not
employ (Garcia-Pozo et al., 2018).
Thus, eco-innovation can be understood as the
production, assimilation, or exploration of a product,
production process, services, management, or business
method that is new to the organization (developed or
adopted) and where the results, in the entire cycle of
generating a reduction in the risks of the environment,
pollution and other negative impacts of the resources
used (including the use of energy) compared to the
relevant alternatives (Kemp & Pearson, 2007). It does not
necessarily involve new knowledge or new technologies
and may not originate in the environmental domain
104

(OECD, 2011), and has its differences depending on the
applications (because it is a large area) and because it
interferes in other areas (Wang et al., 2020).
The challenges of eco-innovative companies are not
only linked to the introduction of products but also the
risks, location, and categories, as well as the benefits of
activities and implementations in the technological areas,
products and services, companies, and the innovation
system (Ociepa-Kubicka & Pachura, 2017). Ecoinnovations also make the best possible use of waste of
all possible types generated by industries, save energy
and help preserve biodiversity (Sarkar, 2013).
Eco-innovation can be developed by companies or nonprofit organizations and can be commercialized or not
and its nature can be (1) technological, (2) organizational,
(3) social, or (4) institutional (Rennings, 1998). From
the point of view of Bleischwitz et al. (2009), the types
of eco-innovation can be grouped into three main
categories: (1) process, (2) product, and (3) innovation
systems. Business performance is affected by product
and organizational eco-innovations. Organizational ecoinnovation significantly influences the effects of process
and product eco-innovations and their relationships
(Brasil et al., 2016).
Frondel, Horbach, and Rennings (2004) distinguish two
different types of environmental innovations: the first,
called cleaner production, and the second, called end-ofpipe technologies. Eco-innovations can be categorized
by how companies introduce environmental innovations
into strategic eco-innovators, strategic eco-adapters,
and passive and non-eco-innovators (Kemp & Pearson,
2007).
Many studies have investigated eco-innovation related
to the role of intermediaries in the performance of a
small and medium-sized company (SME) for corporate
sustainability with a focus on eco-innovation (Klewitz,
2012), green jobs (Cecere & Mazzanti, 2017), green
investments (Inderst et al., 2012), eco-patents (Oltra
et al., 2010), the main eco-innovation influencers for small
and medium-sized Brazilian companies (Pacheco et al.,
2018), the advance in the search for savings sustainable
initiatives focused on the circular economy (Cainelli, et al.,
2019), financial performance in multinationals (Rezende
et al., 2019) and proactive environmental management
at the company level for the production of sustainable
technology by regulatory project standards (Potrich et al.,
2019).
Other studies have investigated the knowledge drivers
of eco-innovation firms by maintaining the diverse nature
of their target (Marzucchi & Montresor, 2017), developed
an analytical framework (Xavier et al, 2017) to explore
the diversity of eco-innovation models, and presented
suggestions according to the various classification criteria
(research area, model approach, model characterization,
application sectors, generalization level, among others),
build a theory of eco-innovation in agri-business circular
(Shih et al., 2018) or work on the concept of environmental
rebound effects (Vivanco et al., 2015).
Garcia-Granero, Piedra-Munoz, and Galdeano-Gomez
(2018) provided a literature review on performance
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indicators in eco-innovations. The study identified 30
performance indicators most cited by researchers and
classified them into four different types of green innovation
(product, process, organizational, and marketing). Buttol
et al. (2012) presented an example of a platform of how
tools can support SMEs on the path of eco-innovation by
disseminating a structural approach to all stages of the
process (awareness and training; analysis; product (re)
design; communication/certification) and by providing a
user-friendly service system to reduce the main barriers
to product innovation.
In the same sense, Andersen (2008) presented a
taxonomy involving five main types of eco-innovations
that are defined by the role that these innovations play
in the market and not their environmental effects. Cheng
and Shiu (2012) used an instrument to measure the
implementation of eco-innovation in general, as well
as, eco-organization, eco-process, and implementation
of ecological product innovation. Szopik-Depczyńska
et al. (2017) carried out a comparative analysis of the
disparities between European Union member states
related to the uniformity of changes observed in the
field of sustainable development. They used a relatively
dynamic taxonomy to observe the spatial diversity of
sustainable development among EU members.
García-Granero, Piedra-Muñoz, and Galdeano-Gómez
(2020) Contributed to the research stream by providing
a new measurement of multidimensional eco-innovation
covering all types of companies. It offers a holistic
view of what types of eco-innovation offer the greatest
opportunities to meet environmental requirements. LópezArceiz et al. (2020) analyzed the influence of cultural and
legal contextual characteristics on the design and internal
functioning of sustainability performance indicators.
Studies indicate the relationship between social and
eco-innovation. Social innovation is a systematic form
of innovation for sustainable development, moving
innovation activities away from a weak or pale greening
of business activities towards innovation activities in
which environmental protection and social value are
internalized rather than externalized. (Diepenmaat et al.,
2020). In social innovation, a key role is played by people
and the community (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy, 2016).
Therefore, it is necessary to consider sustainability as
a guiding principle for spatial development, ensuring
the use of public facilities, temporarily ignoring some
regulations, and benefiting underprivileged populations
and under-served areas (Jhagroe & Loorbach, 2015).
In this sense, the concept of collective system building
is introduced; this concept describes processes and
activities in which the networks of actors can be
strategically involved to collectively build an environment
favorable to their innovative sustainability technology
(Planko et al., 2016).
Thus, companies can develop their community to improve
their shared values. The health, safety, and employment
of company workers are benefits that return to the
community, which can be more involved and open to the
generation of new ideas, according to the stakeholders
and shared value creation theories (Segarra-Oña et al.,
2017). An organization can influence a society and its

socio-environmental behavior, publicizing its social and
environmental actions, in addition to contributing to the
formation of Environmental Awareness in the community
(Severo et al., 2017).

3. Research method
The present study is characterized as qualitative research.
Qualitative research makes it possible to address broad
issues of science, as opposed to methods centered on an
accurate analysis of specific issues (Beer, 1988), seeking
to understand the processes by which actions and events
occur (Maxwell, 1998). In the organizational field, the
use of qualitative methods offers a great opportunity to
increase our knowledge of organizational behavior (Rialp,
1998).
The purpose of this research was to conduct an
exploratory case study (McCutcheon & Meredith, 1993)
in which the conclusions obtained from the analysis of the
data will be based on empirical evidence. The choice of a
single case is justified by the need for greater depth in the
research framework (Voss et al., 2002).
The case study is a methodological procedure in which it
examines a phenomenon as a whole, using multiple data
collection methods to collect information from one or a
few entities, such as people, groups, or organizations.
It examines contemporary events where the behavior of
the research subjects cannot be manipulated, having a
generalized character to the theoretical prepositions. It
can also be used to analyze processes of longitudinal
change, thus, it aims to expand and generalize theories
and not populations and universes (Benbasat et al.,
1987; Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994).
The research framework used in the study aimed to
assess the current state of the company about the
topic, for which it is structured in three dimensions: (1)
input of eco-innovations, (2) technical tasks, and (3)
output of eco-innovations. The input of eco-innovations
dimension sought to determine the essential elements
for the development of an environment conducive to
innovations; sectioned into four variables: (1) specialist
for environmental issues; (2) training and development
programs; (3) capacity for eco-innovations; and (4) R&D
for environmental issues.
The dimension of the technical task focused on key
aspects of actions and/or activities essential to the
execution of innovative activities in five variables:
(1) production technology; (2) technical actions; (3)
standardization
and
environmental
management
systems; (4) technologies used; and (5) new products
or processes design. Finally, the output of the ecoinnovations dimension presents the results of the
innovations implemented by the organization into three
variables: (1) introduction of innovations in products
(goods or services) and processes; (2) organizational
and marketing innovations; and (3) results and benefits of
introducing innovations in products and processes.
In total 12 variables unfold in 19 questions. Therefore,
the eco-innovation form considered the standard process
flow (input, transformation, and output) aimed at a better
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visualization and evaluation of the activities related to
these activities within the company.
The form applied at the company to support the
assessment of eco-innovation practices was adapted and
updated by Coelho (2015), which was based on the work
of Arundel & Kemp (2009), used in the eco-innovation
module applied in the Community Innovation Survey
(CIS) of European Union; in the questions presented in
Horbach & Rennings (2007) and Götzfried (2006); and
in the form used by ABDI (2019). Table 1 shows the
details of the form by dimensions, variables, number of
questions, and authors.
Table 1: Dimensions, variables, questions and authors used in
the eco-innovation form.
Dimension

Input of
eco-innovations

Variable

Authors

Experts for environmental
issues
Training and development Adapted from Arundel
programs
and Kemp (2009)
Capacity for
eco-innovations
Adapted from
R&D for environmental
Horbach and
issues
Rennings (2007)
Production technology
Technical actions

Technical Tasks

Standardization and environmental management
systems
Technologies used
New product or process
designs

Output of
eco-innovations

Adapted from
Horbach and
Rennings (2007)

Adapted from ABDI
(2019)
Adapted from ABDI
(2019)

Introduction of innovations
Adapted from Arundel
in products (goods or serand Kemp (2009)
vices) and processes
Adapted from
Organizational and marHorbach and
keting innovations
Rennings (2007)
Results and benefits of
Adapted from Arundel
introducing innovations in and Kemp (2009) and
products and processes
Gotzfried (2006)

with the manager and employees; (3) an analysis of the
company’s indirect documents (company website and
documents provided) was carried out to complement the
information; and (4) qualitative data were analyzed and
tabulated. Communication with company officials took
place to adjust the information understanding during data
analysis.
The quantitative data obtained from the answers to the
script and the documentary analysis were tabulated
in a summary table, grouped according to the content,
and stratified according to the structure of the form to
assess eco-innovation practices. For qualitative data,
dis-course analysis (Bardin, 1977) was used based on
the following steps: (1) pre-analysis (systematization
and establishment of interpretation indicators), (2) data
exploration (coding, classification, and categorization),
and (3) treatment of results, inference, and interpretation.
A summary of the methodological procedures used is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of the methodological procedures.
Stage
Approach to
the problem
Type of
research

Procedure

Data
gathering

Analysis of
data

Source: Adapted and updated by Coelho (2015) and based on Arundel
and Kemp (2009); Horbach and Rennings (2007); Gotzfried (2006); ABDI
(2019).

The universe was delimited by the criterion of accessibility
to the industry located in the Amazon/Brazil. The sample
surveyed was of an intentional non-probabilistic character
(Marconi & Lakatos, 2002).
The research techniques used were (Marconi & Lakatos,
2002): (1) indirect documentation (documentary and
bibliographic research); (2) intensive direct observation
(individual semi-open interviews); and (3) extensive direct
observation (application of form).
The study was carried out in four moments: (1) semi-open
individual interviews (Vergara, 2009) took place with the
manager and employees of the company’s operations
management department based on a script to understand
the company’s history, the production process, and the
hand of employed work; then, (2) the eco-innovation form
was applied to the operations management department
106

Method
Qualitative

Comments
Interpretation of the opinion of
the interviewees Use of indirect
company documentation
Logging company located in
the Amazon/Brazil

Exploratory case
study
Indirect documentation Intensive
Reports, internal reports, and
direct observation
website
Extensive direct
observation
In-depth case study
Operations management
Open structured
department Interviews with
interview = 25 hours company managers, and
of interview
employees Application form
with company managers and
Form application = employees
14 days
Description, understanding,
and explanation of research
framework (evaluation of
eco-innovation practices
Analysis of content from the following steps: (1)
pre-analysis, (2) data exploration, and (3) treatment
of results, inference, and
interpretation.

Source: Author.

4. Company
The company studied is located in the Amazon/Brazil,
being considered a medium-sized logging company with
approximately 260 employees divided into five areas:
(1) patio, (2) sawmill, (3) operations, (4) office, and (5)
maintenance. More than 85% of the company’s sales
are in the foreign market, with the main customers in
the Netherlands, the United States, and China. Its main
products are sawn wood, veneers, and semi-finished and
finished products. The company is considered a national
and international reference in the process of sustainable
forest management.
The responsible wood production cycle begins when
the entrepreneur or community decides to explore a
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native forest, elaborating the management plan that
must be approved by the local environmental agencies,
considering three principles: (1) ecologically correct, (2)
socially fair, and (3) economically viable.
The two main activities involve (1) sustainable forest
management based on planning, execution, and
monitoring and (2) wood processing that occurs in the
sawmill. For the proper functioning of the two activities,
operational planning is necessary (mainly due to the
seasonality of the wood cutting period), identification
of market demands, inventories (planned based on
seasonality), and production (processing).
The company’s monthly production is 10 000 m3 of
processed logs or approximately 2500 m3 of sawn wood.
In general, the production process consists of eight
stages: (1) sawmill, (2) sharpening, (3) maintenance, (4)
drying, (5) immunization, (6) “plainagem”, (7) packaging,
and (8) expedition. The sharpening and maintenance
steps are considered supportive.

35 years, the forest will be explored sustainably in all its
extension.
The certified forest management process can be
understood as follows: (1) before the forest harvest,
the planning and inventory and prospecting stages take
place; (2) during the forest harvest the stages of cutting,
pre-dragging, drag-ging, bucketing, and transportation
(chain of custody) take place; and finally (3) after the
forest harvest, impacts are monitored, measurements
of protected plots, forest protection, and infrastructure
maintenance.
During the planning, the preparation of the area (macro
zoning) takes place with the use of GPS to locate the
trees (eco-innovation 2) by the teams within the forest.
Then, there is the forest inventory (eco-innovation 3)
by surveying each tree of commercial and preservation
interest. Trees are counted from 40 cm in diameter
resulting in a harvest map with all trees from 50 cm in
diameter.

The sawmill involves cutting wood to the dimensions
requested by the customer; drying is the process of drying
the wood outdoors or in a greenhouse; immunization
aimed at protecting wood from chemical, physical and
biological agents; packaging aims at forming packages
according to the dimensions requested by customers;
and the expedition dealing with the shipment of the
product.

During the forest harvest, a low-impact exploration model
(eco-innovation 4) is used, in this model a team cuts an
average of 30 trees per day using the directional cutting
technique; then the pre-drag takes place through a winch
of the logs using a track skidder. Each piece of equipment
squeaks approximately 60 logs a day. Continuing, you
have to drag the logs only on planned trails. At that
moment, a skidder is used which drags approximately
120 logs a day.

5. Results

After the drag, the logs are transferred with a control
system followed by transport in trucks. Each truck trip
takes approximately 40 m3 of wood.

5.1. Eco-innovation practices
The company’s main innovation concerns the
improvement in the sustainable forest management
process (eco-innovation 1). Forest management is
the administration of the forest to obtain economic,
social, and environmental benefits while respecting
the mechanisms for sustaining the ecosystem. The
enterprise comprises an area of 506 thousand hectares,
227 thousand hectares of which are dedicated to forest
management, in addition to 33% of these hectares to be
preserved.
Sustainable forest management works with the concept
of reduced impact exploitation, that is, the planned
extraction of only a few trees from an ecosystem. In the
case of the company studied, the forest was divided into
35 parts and each of them will be explored for a year.
The exploration of the first area occurs during the drought
period (May to September) and at that moment, paths are
created in the forest to access the area, in addition to the
identification of trees that can be removed according to
the criteria defined in the management plan. Thus, the
trees are removed, preserving the youngest trees and
enabling the regeneration of this ecosystem (imitating
the natural dynamics of the environment without human
intervention). At the end of one year, the exploration of
this area is interrupted with a view to its regeneration,
and the following year the second area will be explored.
This system takes place year after year and at the end of

All these steps are called the chain of custody (ecoinnovation 5), wherefrom the inventoried tree a code is
generated that accompanies each log from the stages
before the harvest, through the stages during the harvest
and the processing or process of industrialization of
wood so that on the invoice this code will serve as a
source for tracking by the company and customers
(eco-innovation 6).
Finally, after the harvest, monitoring of the impact
and recovery of the managed forest takes place, this
monitoring takes place annually and results in the
assessment of the physical, biotic and anthropic aspects.
The managed forest grows on average 4 m3 per hectare
per year, while the natural forest grows on average 1 m3
per hectare per year. The regeneration of the forest as a
result of forest management absorbs carbon and helps to
reduce pollution.
Another eco-innovative practice of the company deals
with the social innovation process. The company
conducts a socio-economic survey of local communities
(eco-innovation 7) inserted in its forest management
area, collecting information on health, education, housing,
and occupation, among others. This information results
in projects with local communities involving training,
environmental education, support for events, planting,
and fairs, in addition to the search for new sources of
income in the assisted communities.
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Among the projects developed with the community is
the development of sustainable environmental monitors
(eco-innovation 8), i.e., members of the communities
themselves are responsible for preserving the
environment, respecting the cut-off periods, receiving
financial assistance, and inspecting the management
against predatory hunting and fishing, land conflicts,
illegal logging, and garbage dumping. A project was
also developed to train beekeepers in communities
(eco-innovation 9).
Regarding improvements in the production process, the
main problem that existed in the company was related to
the raw material, because as the company works with the
natural forest, there are difficulties in finding good quality
wood (average use of 30% of the wood). The company
solved this problem by decreasing its tolerance for defects
in wood from harvesting during forest management. In
this way, there was an improvement in the yield of the raw
material, changing to an average use of 70% of the wood.
There is still a need to seek alternatives to improve
the yield of production processes. The company
acquired wood production and drying equipment (ecoinnovation 10) resulting in a change in the production
layout and changes in the production flow.
About the product development process, the company can
adapt to the various dimensions of the products demanded
by customers. Within this process, the company highlights
the partnerships with universities and local and national
research centres (eco-innovation 11) aiming at perfecting
the production process and improving the development of
products to meet the requirements of national legislation
and, mainly, of international customers.
The wood residues generated during the processing at
the sawmill are used as raw material to drive the turbines
of a thermoelectric plant with an energy capacity of 9MWh
that supplies the company itself and the municipality
where the company is located (eco-innovation 12).

5.2. Results of Eco-innovation form
The input of the eco-innovations dimension deals with the
necessary inputs for the development of technological
innovations. The company studied does not have people
employed for innovative activities daily, however, it does
have forest engineers to monitor all stages of the forest
management process and other professionals, such as
engineers, to identify possible improvements in other
production processes.
The company conducts training and development of
employees aiming at increasing their skills, that is, both the
employees related to the processing and industrialization
process and the teams that work within the forest undergo
training frequently aiming at updating, such as training on
new techniques for cutting trees and using GPS during the
inventory. The company does not set aside specific time
for implementing eco-innovations and has no budget for
R&D, however, forestry engineers and other employees
have the autonomy to improve processes.
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The cooperation process between the company and local
and national research institutions stands out to improve
practices and techniques related to forest management,
resulting in sustainable internal processes.
In the dimension of the technical task, which deals with
the transformation process involving eco-innovative
activities related to the “production technology” variable,
the company has as the main residue from the production
process the leftover lumber that is sent to a thermoelectric
plant that uses this wood as raw material for energy
production using biomass.
In the case of the variable “technical actions”, there
were significant changes in production technologies, in
this case, the company’s forest management process
is considered a reference in Brazil and worldwide, as it
minimizes environmental impacts, generating income for
the impacted communities and being economically viable.
Regarding the “standardization and environmental
systems” variable, the company has certifications that
represent the adoption of consistent environmental
management practices. The organization is certified by the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), Cerflor, and Program
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC). The
highlight of FSC is an international non-profit organization
composed of environmental groups, social movements,
organizations of indigenous people, and representatives
of forestry companies and the wood trade sector. In 1997,
the company was the first forest management company
in Brazil to be certified by the FSC.
The variable “technologies used” shows that within the
company’s internal processes, there is a predominance
of the use of technologies aimed at soil and water
decontamination (1/3 of the manageable area is
preserved). The company uses a low-impact exploration
model that results in a forest regeneration process faster
than natural growth and reduces air and soil pollution.
The warehouses where the sawmill area is located use
the concept of ventilation natural due to high humidity
in the Amazon region. In the variable “projects for new
products and processes”, the company did not mention
any ongoing projects.
The output of the eco-innovations dimension concerns
the final results, as well as the benefits achieved
through eco-innovations. In the variable “introduction
of innovations in products and processes”, the main
reasons why the studied company introduced innovations
in the process were due to the existence of environmental
regulations considering that the company adopted the
low-impact exploration model, the result of several
existing regulations in the Amazon. Additionally, there
is a demand for new markets, mainly the Asian market,
causing internal improvements in the production process
aiming at greater penetration and adaptation to the needs
of this new market. This market is characterized as more
demanding with the guidelines for the acquisition of wood.
The company has adequate instruments for the
identification, mapping, and reduction of its environmental
impacts. Since 1997, the company has been certified
by the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) ensuring that
sustainable forest planning ensures the protection of local
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biodiversity. Thus, forest management from its planning
and implementation is regularly monitored as part of this
certification process. The company is periodically audited
in its environmental management processes.
According to the eco-innovations presented previously
and according to the responses to the form, in recent years
the company has introduced innovations in processes,
where products (wood) go through an inventory process
(chain of custody), where this material can be monitored
during the production process and after the acquisition
by the customers, verifying the origin of the product. In
terms of organizational innovations, in the case of social
innovations, several social actions were developed with
the local communities, as well as with the municipality
where the company is located. Regarding delivery,
transportation, and distribution innovations, the company
adopted the Chain of Custody, enabling customers
to verify the origins and guarantee the traceability of
products.
The predominance of innovations pointed out by the
company in the form is innovations in processes unrelated
to the existence or anticipation of environmental policy
measures. Especially, forest management and its various
developments with the acquisition of new technologies,
new systems for collecting raw materials, and
transportation are the company’s main eco-innovations.
In the “organizational and marketing innovations” variable,
support for riverside communities for the adoption of
sustainable practices stands out. The company makes
various information available on the institutional website
informing consumers of the actions taken to reduce
environmental impacts, including periodic environmental
reports.
In terms of the results mentioned in the introduction of new
products and processes, the studied company mentioned
as criteria with greater relevance for the objectives of the
products and processes: (1) the entry into new markets
or increase of the market share; (2) improving the quality
of goods and services; (3) reduction of materials and
energy per unit of output; (4) reduction in regulatory
requirements; (5) satisfaction of regulatory requirements;

10. Increase in added
4
value
9. Compliance with
regulatory
4
requirements

1. Greater range of
goods or services
5
4,5
4 3
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

2. Entering new

4 markets or increasing
market share
3. Improving the
4 quality of goods or
services

8. Reducing
environmental4
impacts or…
7. Reduction of
materials and energy4
per unit of output

3
3
3
6. Reduction of labor
costs per unit of
output

4. Improved
flexibility in
production or…

5. Increase in
production capacity
or service provision

Figure 1: Degree of importance of the objectives of products
and/or innovation processes - Company studied. Source: Author.

and (6) increase in added value. All received grade 4, on
an importance scale from 1 to 4, showing the importance
of the objectives of products and processes indicated by
the company. Figure 1 shows the degree of importance
of products and processes pointed out by the company.
About the environmental benefits of producing goods or
services, they were indicated with “yes”: (1) reduction of
energy used per unit of output (Waste from the production
process is transformed into energy for the company and
community, without the need for consuming from the local
supplier); (2) reduction of CO2 emissions by the company
(forest management helps in this process); (3) reduction
of water and soil pollution (1/3 of the management area is
preserved, mainly, close to water sources).
Finally, regarding the environmental benefits after
the sales of the goods by the end-user, the company
indicated that there were no returns concerning the three
criteria of the form.

6. Discussion
The company presented an innovative process in which
it uses concepts of sustainable manufacturing and
sustainable innovative organization (OECD, 2009b;
Barbieri et al., 2010), involving not only economic but also
social and environmental issues, generating a reduction
of environmental impacts and risks (Kemp & Pearson,
2007; Kemp, 2009).
About the eco-innovation practices adopted, the results
indicate that the organization implemented its innovation
process through the processing and industrialization of
wood from forest management in a low-impact exploration
model.
The eco-innovation practices presented in this research
move towards the search for green competitiveness
(Andersen, 2008), through the engagement of the main
stakeholders and influencers in the eco-innovative
process (Carrillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010; Pacheco et al.,
2018) and preservation of biodiversity (Sarkar, 2013).
In this sense, the following stand out in terms of ecoinnovations: (1) forest management; (2) use of GPS
to locate trees; (3) forest inventory; (4) low-impact
exploration model, (5) chain of custody; (6) wood tracking
by the company and customers; (7) socioeconomic
survey of local communities; (8) development of
sustainable environmental monitors; (9) training beekeepers in communities; (10) wood production and drying
equipment; (11) partnerships with local and national
universities and research centres; and (12) wood waste
as a raw material for the production of electricity.
It is observed that the process of adopting eco-innovation
practices is a result of the characteristics of the business
model adopted by the company, as well as, the location
that requires a series of compliments to Brazilian and
Amazonas legislation. Thus, we have eco-innovation
practices induced by legislation and locality.
There were also social eco-innovations through several
actions mentioned above (socioeconomic survey,
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training, environmental education, etc.). In this case,
there is a strong relationship in the Amazon between
eco-innovations and social aspects, due to the economic
fragility of communities, often isolated, characterizing
innovation in this region as a “situated Amazon ecoinnovation”. The relationship between the social and
the research eco-innovations rein-force the results
of Diepenmaat et al. (2020), Ceschin & Gaziulusoy
(2016), and Jhagroe & Loorbach (2015), in particular,
the socio-environmental actions that seek to build a
favorable environment are similar to Planko et al. (2016)
and Segarra-Oña et al. (2017) influencing society in
its surroundings and changing the behavior of local
populations (Severo et al., 2017).
Table 3 summarizes the main eco-innovations identified
in the study, and their classification according to the type
and novelty of the innovation implemented, considering
Rennings (1998) and Bleischwitz et al. (2009).
Table 3: Innovations, type of innovation and the novelty of implemented innovation - Company studied.
Innovation

Type of
innovation

Innovation novelty

Forest management

Process

New to the market

Using GPS to locate trees

Process

New to the company

Forest Inventory

Process

New to the market

Low impact model

Process

New to the company

Chain of custody

Process

New to the company

Company and customer
Social
tracking
Socio-economic survey of
Social
communities
Sustainable environmental
Social
monitors
Training beekeepers in
Social
communities
Wood production and
Process
drying equipment
Partnerships with local
and national universities
Organizational
and research centers
Wood waste management

Process

New to the company
New to the company
New to the company
New to the company
New to the company
New to the company
New to the company

Source: Author.

In the technical task dimension, production technologies,
technical actions, and new processes stand out.
Regarding the technologies used, the company needs
to implement sustainable initiatives in the company’s
infrastructure. Finally, in the output of eco-innovations
dimension, the company has environmentally innovative
final products, with solidified processes over the years
regarding sustainability, which allowed the development
of social actions with local communities and which
result in benefits, such as new products in new markets,
improvement of the quality of the final product, reduction
of environmental impacts, the satisfaction of regulatory
requirements and reduction of CO2 emissions in the
environment (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy, 2016; Planko et al.,
2016; Segarra-Oña et al., 2017; Severo et al., 2017).
The environmental innovations developed at the company
are characterized as cleaner production according to
Frondel et al. (2004) and a strategic eco-innovative
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company (Kemp & Pearson, 2007) due to becoming
a national and international reference in its area of
operation. This study is similar to the work of Medeiros
et al. (2018), Liu et al. (2019), Du et al. (2019), and Ma
et al. (2018) on the presentation of green innovations
influencing efficiency, productivity, and internal processes
(Garcia-Pozo et al., 2018) and interfering in other areas
(Wang et al., 2020).
The methodology used made it possible to understand
the eco-innovation practices carried out in the studied
company through the eco-innovation form, structured
interviews, and indirect documentation. The approach
used in the study moves towards a deep level of detail,
which is not often observed in most studies on ecoinnovation. Therefore, the methodology comes close to
the works developed by Cheng and Shiu (2012).

7. Conclusion
This research aimed to carry out an analysis of the
eco-innovation process in an industry located in the
Amazon concerning sustainable forest management.
The research framework made it possible to understand
the eco-innovation practices carried out in the company
through the eco-innovation form, structured interviews,
and indirect documentation. The contributions of this
research are relevant to the academic and professional
environment.
The theoretical contribution of the research is in the
expansion of the limited body of knowledge related to ecoinnovation practices in Amazon. Considering the Amazon
as the largest tropical forest in the world, few studies
have been developed over the years emphasizing the
sustainable innovations that are developed in this region.
This research contributes to the body of knowledge about
eco-innovation considering the context of presenting
the innovative activities developed in an organization
considered a national and international reference in
forest management. The paper’s greatest contribution
is an instrument for evaluating eco-innovation practices
based on previous studies (Arundel & Kemp, 2009;
Horbach & Rennings, 2007; Götzfried, 2006; ABDI, 2019)
which makes it possible to offer insights on the adoption
of innovations within the productive process.
Among the managerial implications, the proposed
methodology can help organizations to better understand
the eco-innovation process internally, present the current
state of the company and serve as a basis for planning
future projects for green improvements. The study can
contribute to improving the involvement and participation
of all employees.
Findings reveal that eco-innovation in the organization’s
internal processes receives significant influence from
external factors, mainly from environmental legislation
in the region. The social eco-innovations observed
in the study are also the result of external pressures
related to legislation, as well as the local government
that influences the adoption of social responsibility
actions as a way to reduce environmental impacts. The
greatest contribution of the paper, from the point of view
of managerial implications, is to observe that business
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models to become successful in Amazon need to
adequately connect aspects related to the development
of innovations that (1) reduce environmental impacts, (2)
meet the legislation of the region and (3) develop income
alternatives for the populations that result in significant
social impacts.
In conclusion, the company studied can be considered
a strategic eco-innovator by using techniques for forest
management that promote the maintenance of local
biodiversity, in addition to enabling the creation of income

for the affected communities resulting in social and
environmental inclusion of these communities.
The limitations of the research are associated with limited
sample size, although the study was carried out in the
form of an in-depth case, which enabled a greater level
of deepening of the reality of the organization; however,
it does not allow the realization of longitudinal analysis.
For future research, it is recommended to conduct
similar research on other companies that develop ecoinnovations in the Amazon, expanding the literature on
the subject.
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Abstract:
Machines and technology have been known for saving the efforts and so the time of the human race. Thus in the gravity
of consideration to this point, companies are required to innovate their process and practices to improve productivity.
The present research was conducted at ABC manufacturing company having three departments i.e. A, B, and C. The
significant impact after ERP implementation in terms of time-saving has been reflected in the present research.The nature
of working and nature of manufacturing is different in all the departments; that`s why each department has its business
development team. The case company has implemented an industrial and financial system (IFS) in 2020 and the whole
process is properly followed in IFS. In this study, the process flow of documents and time consumption on each step of
obtaining approvals from various authorities is covered, and saved time after the implementation of IFS is also revealed in
detail. Results indicated that, after the implementation of IFS, the company has saved 48272.5 hours in 2021 by carrying
out the whole process on IFS instead of a manual approach.None of the research highlights the magnitude and percentage
of saved time after the implementation of an IFS in the manufacturing industry; The present research can be the basis of
motivation for any manufacturing to implement IFS.
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1. Introduction
Too small capacity of the computers and programming
language or organizations content to manage narrow
functional lines along with themselves, the vision of
the 1970s single integrated information system for
the enterprise remained a mirage for the majority of
computer-using organizations (Markus & Tanis, 2000,
p. 174). Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and
widespread innovations are the major points in the world
of Information Technology (IT) and improvement (Ullah
et al., 2017). ERP systems are adopted by Organizations
continuously. This is a way to increase efficiency and
gain advantages over competitors. Commonly, decision,
selection, planning, and implementation phases were
the focus of the ERP systems lifecycle (Amado & Belfo,
2021). Enterprise resources are planned to implement by
many organizations seeking a system to integrate various
business processes across various functions (Saide &
Mahendrawathi, 2015). The rate of adoption varies in
different years In 2012 the rate was around 22%, rising to
26% in 2013, 31% in 2014, and 36% in 2015 respectively
(Amado & Belfo, 2021) the richness given to enterprise

systems in terms of different functionality and potential
benefits adopted by organizations, shouldn’t be surprised
that companies are adopting these systems for many
different reasons (Markus & Tanis, 2000, p. 179).
The various activities are carried out by organizations
which are made easier by modern information technology
methods. The change in the flow of information, enabling
multiple people to access and share information could
be done by information technology which eliminates
delays in decision making and also could be included the
replacement of sequential steps with tasks that can be
done simultaneously (Meiryani et al., 2021). According
to Donovan (2001), the delivery of ERP implementation
failed, this was usually because management hasn’t
taken the time to structure the organization to take
advantage of such systems (Donovan, 2001).
In the present research, the increased performance of
ABC manufacturing company after the implementation
of ERP has been reflected in terms of time. The working
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hours which were required to complete the task manually
and via ERP: the difference in required time in both
scenarios has been projected in detail in the present
research.

2. Literature Review
Today’s markets are required to be more vibrant, and
enterprises ask for more new business opportunities
and ideas to enhance their agility and competitiveness.
Enterprises even focused on improving their business
agility by enhancing in responding time to consumers,
material or product quality, production efficiency, and
services (Hoseini, 2012, p. 1). This is the reason, they
need to introduce their latest innovation to the market
regarding new technology (Kalwar et al., 2020; Chaudhry
et al., 2021; Khan et al., 2021). In recent Fourth Industrial
Revolution, also known as Industry 4.0, has manifested
that is the effects on the economy and hence corporate
governance. The main primary objective of it is long-term
growth and maximization of market share for all businesses
(Pohludka et al., 2018). The operational performance
opportunity for business improvement is provided by
ERP (Sammon & Adam, 2007). Even It could save time,
too. Throw local government’s new ERP software, cities
like Pasadena, California say their financial documents
and accounting that took up to ten days each month to
process, print, and mail take only a day to post online with
that software (Kocakulah & Willett, 2003). Even Reports
shared by IBM‟s Storage Systems division state that
their ERP system helped re-price all their products in five
minutes versus the five days required for the same job
before the enterprise system began operation (Kocakulah
& Willett, 2003). Sanja (2013) indicated that the ERP
usage in health services is quite effective as it reduces
the waiting time of patients at Emergency Department
and service Work stations and provides better value
for purchases at pharmacies by implementing ERP
the organization improves the performance in existing
business processes, reduces receivable days, credit
returns and also improves the back end efficiency (Sanja,
2013). Enterprise IT automation services are useful
as they provide the ability to fix problems immediately,
when they occur, and reduce the mean time to respond to
problems (MTTR) from days and hours to minutes. Such a
function prevents severity 3 and 4 events from becoming
severity 1 events (Antonoaie et al., 2017). The use of
information benefits each organization (see Figure 1) in

terms of organizational performance; whether it is used
properly or not but the benefits can be enjoyed in every
situation but their magnitude of impact would be different
depending on the situation.
Meiryani et al. (2021) for the improvement of the
company’s financial performance the implementation of
the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system aimed
to be determined. The company’s financial performance
is mainly measured based on certain factors like financial
ratios, namely Labor Productivity and Net Profit Margin.
Before and after the implementation of the ERP system
the data was analyzed by comparing various ratios
over 3 years. The results indicated that there was an
increase in productivity but an increase in profitability
was not proved after the company implemented the
ERP system. Therefore, further research can be directed
at the level of ERP system implementation, because
companies may have no background in implementing
an ERP system (Meiryani et al., 2021). Chiawah (2019)
in ERP implementation whether social and technical
elements increase use and productivity was examined.
The research questions addressed the relationship made
between the ERP and organizational efficiency, crossfunctional communication, information sharing, ease
of ERP use, and ERP usefulness. For the study on a
theoretical basis, the sociotechnical systems theory is
provided. Data was collected throw the online surveys
completed by 61 ERP users and analyzed using Wilcoxon
matched pairs statistics and Spearman’s correlation
coefficient. Findings indicated a positive significant
relationship between different segments like ERP and
information sharing, ERP system quality and ease of
ERP use, and ERP system quality and organizational
productivity. Findings may be useful for local government
leaders, technology managers, and chief information
officers to ensure increased productivity and ERP
sustainability (Chiawah, 2019). It was indicated by
Ahmad (2012) that the planning solution and enterprise
resources could be useful as accounting information
systems in all organizational scales from large, medium,
to small. The concern of this paper problem of Just-intime work on ordering organizations and companies. And
this paper includes the Jordan market in the study area.
Moreover, ERP is quite effective to be applied in Justin-Time applications like if programming, intelligence,
and information technology issued fixed, or specifically
adapted. Where the adaptation that is made on the ERP
in every new feature order represents a high cost on

Figure 1: Soh and Markus’s (1995) Model as cited by (Markus & Tanis, 2000, p. 189).
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the budget. So, cost minimization is main issue in using
such systems in such areas. The enterprise resources
solutions and accountinginformation systems vendors
needs to plan more dynamic, flexible solution to solve this
problem, and they have to go cheaper (Ahmad & Jordan,
2012).

3. Research Methodology
The present research was conducted at ABC
manufacturing company of Karachi, Pakistan having three
departments i.e. A, B, and C. The nature of working and
nature of manufacturing is different in all the departments.
At the very first, the process flow was understood so that
it could be split into parts for precise comprehension. The
process flowchart was made in Microsoft Excel 2016.
Since the ERP is being implemented in the company that`s
why the time of each of the value-added steps present in
the flowchart was collected two times. The time of each
step was collected as per its manual execution and via
ERP; so that the benefit of ERP implementation could
be highlighted. Moreover, the frequency of each stepper
year in each of the departments was collected. The data
was then put into Microsoft Excel for calculations. Total
time saved on each step was calculated and compared
with the manual time. Graphs were plotted in Origin
2019b. The data are given in tables along with carried-out
calculations.

4. Results and Discussions
The increase in cost savings, streamlined business
operations, and improved business productivity was
guaranteed (Otieno, 2010), and organizations worldwide
have taken initiatives to launch the integrated ERP
systems into their existing business environments
(Otieno, 2010, p.1). ERP implementation is considered
a complex process, lengthy, and expensive, usually in
millions of dollars (Saide & Mahendrawathi, 2015). The
process starts with the initial inquiry which can be put
by the customer via telephone or email; sometimes, the
business development team of the company looks for

the orders in newspapers (in the form of tenders), on the
website of the Pakistan procurement regulatory authority
(PPRA). After the initial inquiry, the business development
department puts it forward to material stores and the
production planning department to ensure the availability
of materials and time to be incurred on the new project.
When the availability of material and time is confirmed,
registration of the prospect customer master file starts,
and development of the contract file starts. Contract
development includes the estimation of required material,
time, and cost. The tender is supposed to be submitted
thereafter and if the company wins the contract, project
file is supposed to be created (see Figure 1); and in case
of loosing contract, the file is closed as per standard
operating procedure (SOP) of the company.
Manufacturing order follows the creation of the project,
the order is developed from the estimations already made
during the contract development. The production planning
department executes the plan to meet the deadlines.
After the manufacturing has been started, the inspections
conducted by the company itself and the customer as
well are the parts of step in the process flowchart i.e.
work progress (see Figure 2). With the progress of the
project, the company enquires amount from the customer
as per the written contract and when it is completed,
the file of the project is closed as per the SOP of the
company as indicated by Figure 2. There are thirteen
steps in the process of the company with the help of with
it plans and executes its manufacturing projects. Since
the making, circulation, and approval of files manually is
a time-consuming job; therefore, the company decided
to implement Industrial and financial systems (IFS). In
this regard, a comparative analysis has been conducted
to see the difference in productivity between manual
work and the work which has been conducted on IFS.
By 1998 approximately 40% of companies implemented
ERP systems with annual revenue of more than $1 billion
(Caldwell & Stein, 1998). ERP vendors mostly began
aggressively targeting smaller firms because they
represented a much larger market. In aggregate, the ERP
marketplace is quite huge (Markus & Tanis, 2000, p. 175).

Figure 2: Process flow at all the departments of the case company.
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Table 1: Descriptive of time required to complete work manually and via ERP.
Symbol

Reports

Manual Working (Hours)

Total Time Incurred
via IFS (Hours)

Saved Working
Hours

Saved Working
Hours (%)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Initial Enquiry
Check Resource Availability
Register Prospect Customer Master File
Development of Contract
Tender Submission
Contract Win/Loose
Create Project
Manufacturing Order
Work Progress
Project Invoice
Invoice Reviewed and Released by
Finance
Contact Customer After Invoice
Completion
Cheque/Cash Received From Customer
Total

24
32
16
24
8
8
24
24
16
16

1.00
2.00
0.33
0.50
0.17
0.08
0.67
0.33
0.33
0.17

23.00
30.00
15.67
23.50
7.83
7.92
23.33
23.67
15.67
15.83

95.83%
93.75%
97.92%
97.92%
97.92%
98.96%
97.22%
98.61%
97.92%
98.96%

16

0.50

15.50

96.88%

16

0.17

15.83

98.96%

8
232

0.25
6.50

7.75
225.50

96.88%
97.20%

K
L
M

In the past few years, a lot of organizations have
implemented ERP across the globe: the improvement
in organizational performance is the motivational
factor behind these investments (Wickramasinghe &
Karunasekara, 2012, p. 3). Table 1 indicates the working
time of steps carried out manually and via IFS; it can
be seen that the whole process consumes 232 hours
manually and 6.50 hours via IFS. 225.50 hours are
saved per project which is equal to 97.20% of the manual
working time on the project as indicated in Table 1. The
KM concept started gaining the attention of companies
in the maximization of information and knowledge at the
various levels of management to improve organizational
performance (Saide & Mahendrawathi, 2015).
In department A, 52 inquiries were received in 2021 (see
Table 2); 22 were not confirmed and 30 were active in
the year.
The total estimated time to be incurred on the manual
process of documentation was calculated to be 7952
hours but with IFS it was made possible in 253.50 hours;
which means, 96.81% (7698.50 hours) time was saved

at department A with the application of IFS; the details
regarding each step are indicated in Figure 4.
The difference between the time of manual work and the
time on IFS at each step at department A can be seen in
Figure 4; Moreover, the magnitude of saved time through
IFS is given in Figure 3. 65 inquiries were received in
2021 (see Table 3) at department B; the corresponding
department won the contracts. The total estimated time
to be incurred on the manual process of documentation
on 65 projects was calculated to be 14560 hours but with
IFS it was done in 406.25 hours; which demonstrates that
97.21% (14153.75 hours) time was saved at department
B after the implementation of IFS in a year.
The difference between the time of manual work and the
time of same work on IFS at each step at department
B can be seen in Figure 5; Moreover, the magnitude of
saved time via IFS along with the percentage is indicated
in Figure 6.

Table 2: Frequency distribution of inquiries and orders received at department A of the case company.
Symbol

Frequency in Department
A/Year

Manual Working
(Hours)

Total Time Incurred via ERP
(Hours)

Saved Working
Hours

Saved Working
Hours (%)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

52
52
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

1248
1664
480
720
240
240
720
720
480
480
480
480
240

52.00
104.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
2.50
20.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
7.50

1196.00
1560.00
470.00
705.00
235.00
237.50
700.00
710.00
470.00
475.00
465.00
475.00
232.50

95.83%
93.75%
97.92%
97.92%
97.92%
98.96%
97.22%
98.61%
97.92%
98.96%
96.88%
98.96%
96.88%

7952

253.50

7698.50

96.81%

Total
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the time of the value-added tasks carried out manually and on ERP at department A.

Figure 4: Graphical representation of time-saving by using ERP
at department A.

Table 3: Frequency distribution of inquiries and orders received at department B of the case company.
Frequency in
Department B/Year

Manual Working
(Hours)

Total Time to be Incurred
via ERP (Hours)

Saved Working
Hours

Saved Working
Hours (%)

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

1560
2080
1040
1560
520
520
1560
1560
1040
1040
1040
1040
520
14560

65.00
130.00
21.67
32.50
10.83
5.42
43.33
21.67
21.67
10.83
32.50
10.83
16.25
406.25

1495.00
1950.00
1018.33
1527.50
509.17
514.58
1516.67
1538.33
1018.33
1029.17
1007.50
1029.17
503.75
14153.75

95.83%
93.75%
97.92%
97.92%
97.92%
98.96%
97.22%
98.61%
97.92%
98.96%
96.88%
98.96%
96.88%
97.21%

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
Total
2200
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of the time of the value-added tasks carried out manually and on ERP at department B.

Figure 6: Graphical representation of time-saving by using ERP
at department B.

By focusing on the functionalities and advantages of these
systems, a lot of companies are getting these systems
implemented to improve their efficiency and effectiveness
in day-to-day affairs (Ullah et al., 2017).

Since computerized work and technology save a lot
of human efforts and time. In the present study, the
difference between the time of manual work and the
time on IFS at each step at department C can be seen in
Figure 7; Moreover, the magnitude of saved time via IFS
along with the percentage is indicated by Figure 8.

In 2021, a total of 238 inquiries were received (see
Table 4) by the business development team of department
C; 92 were confirmed and 71 were active in the year.
The total estimated time to be incurred on the manual
process of documentation was computed as 26096 hours
but it was done in 962.25 hours by using IFS; which
resulted in a time saving of 96.81% (7698.50 hours) at
department C.

There is the requirement of good connectivity of the
internet so that it can function well; however, with the
improvement in technology, these systems might work
offline (Callejas & Terzi, 2012, p. 16).
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Table 4: Frequency distribution of inquiries and orders received at department C of the case company.
Symbol

Frequency in
Department C/Year

Manual Working
(Hours)

Total Time to be Incurred
via ERP (Hours)

Saved Working
Hours

Saved Working
Hours (%)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

238
238
92
92
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71

5712
7616
1472
2208
568
568
1704
1704
1136
1136
1136
1136
568

238.00
476.00
30.67
46.00
11.83
5.92
47.33
23.67
23.67
11.83
35.50
11.83
17.75

5474.00
7140.00
1441.33
2162.00
556.17
562.08
1656.67
1680.33
1112.33
1124.17
1100.50
1124.17
550.25

95.83%
93.75%
97.92%
97.92%
97.92%
98.96%
97.22%
98.61%
97.92%
98.96%
96.88%
98.96%
96.88%

26096

962.25

25133.75

96.31%
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of the time of the value-added tasks carried out manually and on ERP at department C.

5. Conclusion
Machines and technology have been known for saving
the efforts and so the time of the human race. Thus in
the gravity of consideration to this point, companies
are required to innovate their process and practices
to improve productivity. The present research was
conducted to reveal the magnitude of the difference in
time-saving in the documentation process by using IFS.
Results indicated that a total of 48272.5 office working
hours (6034.0625 days) were saved in 2021.
Figure 8 indicates that the department A saved 7931 hours
(991.375 days, 16.43% of total saved time), department
B saved 14657.5 hours (1832.1875 days, 30.36% of
total saved time), and department C saved 25684 hours
(3210.5 days, 53.21% of total saved time).

Figure 8: Graphical representation of days saved by carrying
out the documentation on IFS.

split into sub steps so that the time-consuming areas in
the documentation process can be highlighted.
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6. Future Implications
Initial inquiry still consumes one hour, which can be
reduced to some extent in future research. Moreover,
in the present research, generally conclusive steps are
considered to be carried out in any project at the case
company; in future research, each of the steps can be
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